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By Ken Datzman

Businesses in the region looking to find

solutions to coating issues to make parts

work better, last longer, and increase

efficiencies, including sectors such as

manufacturing, construction, and aero-

space, now have a resource–rich asset they

can tap right in their community.

Florida Institute of Technology’s new

Center for Advanced Coatings — with full

research capabilities and cutting–edge

testing laboratories — is believed to be one

of only three such entities of its kind.

Through the development and testing of

thermal–barrier coatings, researchers

explore ways to make parts work better

and have longer lives.

Staffed by experts in their field with

decades of experience, the Center for

Advanced Coatings is equipped with all

types of expensive testing equipment and

much more.

The Florida Tech research group

formerly known as the National Center for

Hydrogen Research has reorganized into

the Center for Advanced Coatings, located

off–campus at the Applied Research

Laboratory in Melbourne, which houses

the Plasma Spray Thermal Laboratory, the

High Heat Flux Laser Test Laboratory,

and the Material Science Analysis Labora-

tory.

“The new name reflects essentially what

we are doing, which is studying coatings,”

said metallurgical engineer Dr. Mary

Helen McCay, director of research and

principle investigator at the Center for

Advanced Coatings, and a former NASA

engineer.

“In today’s world, materials are being

pushed well beyond their limits. We do all

types of testing at the Center for Advanced

Coatings, and we’re reaching out to help

businesses of all sizes.”

An advanced coating is a layer of

material that, when applied to an object,

greatly increases the object’s resilience to

harsh physical or chemical conditions that

would typically cause it to wear, warp, or

corrode. Advanced coatings have a wide

range of industrial applications, she said.

It is an interdisciplinary facility

integrating computational and laboratory

methodologies for the improvement of the

design, engineering, testing, and manufac-

turing of advanced coatings.

The Center for Advanced Coatings’

team includes Dr. Pei–feng Hsu, co–

director; Frank Accornero, thermal spray

specialist; Edward Croy, laser specialist;

Ilya Mingareev, assistant professor; and

Center for Advanced Coatings looks to help area businesses of all sizes

Please see Florida Institute of Technology’s Center for Advanced Coatings, page 23
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Yingsang Wu, program coordinator.

Their organization’s focus is on ad-

vanced coatings that provide resistance to

extreme heat.

“There are many different varieties of

coatings,” said Dr. Hsu, a mechanical

engineer. “Some are used to provide wear

resistance or corrosion resistance. At the

Center for Advanced Coatings, our work is

focused on high–temperature resistance.

We have a huge aerospace industry here,

so there are opportunities for us to work

with those types of companies, using

coatings to provide resistance to high

temperature impact on materials

strength.”

“We can cater a coating to pretty much

the needs, wants, or desires of any busi-

ness,” added Accornero. He said he received

a call from a company in Tampa that

makes hip implants.

“They had a job for us to do and it was

coating hip implants. Cobalt chrome was

the base material they used to make the

implants and they wanted us to spray

titanium on top of it. Normally, that would

be a job we would take on, but they were

looking for someone to do their production

run as well, because they had a backlog.

We don’t do production.”

Accornero has worked in the thermal

spray industry for more than 30 years.

Thermal spray coating is a technology that

is used to enhance the surface of solid

materials in order to offer resistance to

Florida Tech’s new Center for Advanced Coatings, off–campus in Melbourne, is a unique facility with cutting–edge test laboratories and a team of
researchers. Advanced coatings have a wide range of industrial applications when a material is required for high temperature resistance, anti–corrosion,
enhanced wearing resistance, or any other specialized need. From left, the team includes: Edward Croy, laser specialist; Frank Accornero, thermal spray
specialist; Dr. Pei–feng Hsu, co–director; and Dr. Mary Helen McCay, director of research and principal investigator. Their mission is to make everyday
things stronger, safer, and more efficient.
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By Ken Datzman

The visibility of the Brevard Job Link
got a big boost in 2001.

The continuing contraction in the
economy, although a rebound is expected
in 2002, focused a much brighter light on
the importance of the organization and
its mission in the county.

The four full–service, one–stop career
centers in Brevard — from Palm Bay to
Titusville — handled significantly
increased traffic, even catering to people
who have never had a need to tap this
resource before.

“It’s been a great year in that we have
been able to get services out to people
quicker and more efficiently than ever
before,” said Linda South, executive
director of the organization. She added, “I
think a lot more people have come to
understand the value of the rich re-
sources that are available in the Brevard
Job Link centers, not only from a job–
seeker’s standpoint but also from the
employer’s standpoint.”

These information–packed centers
offer a variety of services to job seekers,
businesses and the unemployed. For
instance, there are job referrals, Internet

Brevard Job Link key
resource connecting
firms and job seekers

access to America’s Job Bank and other
employment Web sites, videos, career
guidebooks and an in–depth collection of
periodicals, including “The Wall Street
Journal.”

The centers also have computers
equipped with word–processing software,
fax machines, copiers, laser printers, and
telephones with long–distance access. A
videoconference system is available,
which may be used for conducting
interviews.

Employers, said South, can provide
the Job Link with its openings free of
charge either online, by fax or phone,
visit one of the centers “or they can ask
for a representative to come and see
them at their place of business. We
would like to see every single job order in
Brevard County to be in the Job Link
system, so that we can rapidly match
skill sets. And if we don’t have the match
we’ll use the information to create
education and training opportunities that
are responsive to the need.”

Brevard Job Link is funded through
the Brevard Development Workforce
Board Inc. in Rockledge. It also has been
successful in winning competitive grants

What the Social Security plan would mean to you
By Mary Deibel
Scripps Howard Service

Here’s what to expect if Social
Security is changed so that younger
workers can invest some of their payroll
tax money in private accounts, as
President Bush’s Social Security Com-
mission proposed a few weeks ago.

Current retirees and those nearing
retirement — anyone 55 or older today
— would get Society Security benefits as
promised under the present system.

Workers younger than 55 could put
money into a private account. GOP panel
member and former Congressman Bill
Frenzel calls the Bush Commission’s
three–account alternatives the Free
Lunch, the Blue–Plate Special and the
Subsidized Lunch.

Nothing will happen immediately
since President Bush isn’t expected to
make any recommendations to Congress
until 2003, after the 2002 congressional
elections.

Basic Social Security checks would be
smaller than called for in current law.
Depending on market performance, total
benefits from Social Security plus your
personal account could be higher or
lower.

The commission plans call for extra
tax money of up to $71 billion a year and
require other changes that could raise
income or payroll taxes or raise the
retirement age for future retirees.

Social Security currently collects
enough payroll tax to pay 100 percent of
benefits through 2038 and 73 percent of
benefits thereafter if the system isn’t
changed.

The 16–member panel unanimously
approved these options three weeks ago
to carry out Bush’s campaign pledge to
let younger workers divert some of the
6.2 percent payroll tax they owe on
wages to individual accounts that own
stocks and bonds.

Workers who opted to take part would
choose from the five low–risk funds, one
each for government bonds, corporate
bonds and a stocks–and–bonds mix, plus
two stock–index funds that track the
broader market. Workers could change
their choice once a year and couldn’t
borrow or withdraw money.

l PLAN 1. “Free Lunch” — lets
workers put 2 percentage points of their
6.2 percent payroll tax into a personal
account. Nothing else changes, and

The four full–service one–stop career centers of Brevard Job Link are seeing increased traffic. Linda South,
executive director, said her organization is a rich resource for both the job seeker as well as the employer.
Michael Anderson is associate director. They are at the Melbourne site in Perimeter Center.
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By Tracy Steele
steele.tracy@brevardschools.org
Marketing & Community Engagement Manager
Brevard Schools Foundation

VIERA — L3Harris Foundation has awarded a

$100,000 grant to Brevard Schools Foundation (BSF) to

advance student achievement especially in the areas of

science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) by

providing equitable learning opportunities for the 74,000

K–12 students enrolled in Brevard Public Schools (BPS).

This grant will also provide funds for instructional

practice activities for teachers.

“With the COVID–19 crisis deepening the achievement

gap, especially the digital divide, these additional opportu-

nities are needed now more than ever,” said Janice

Kershaw, president and CEO, Brevard Schools Founda-

tion. “Our students and teachers need extra resources

and new programs to keep up with this challenging and

ever–changing environment.”

L3Harris Foundation and the education professionals

at BPS have collaborated to develop a comprehensive and

broad–reaching array of programs that will offer opportu-

nities for students and teachers across the school district.

The following programs will be funded through this

grant during the 2020–2021 BPS academic year:

l L3Harris Stem Challenge

l Elementary and Secondary Science and Engineering

Fairs

l STEM Engagement Series

l L3Harris Super Science Saturdays

l ABC Awards

l Destination Space

l Take Stock in Children

l Superintendent Leadership Summit

The depth and breadth of these programs reaches

across all grade levels and provides students and teachers

with supplemental educational activities with a focus on

STEM skills. “STEM education creates critical thinkers

and is preparing the next generation of innovators for high

tech jobs on the Space Coast and across the globe,” said

BPS Superintendent Dr. Mark Mullins.

“In order to meet the future needs or our society, today’s

schools need to engage students in STEM activities that

reflect both learning standards and real–world application.

The programs funded by this L3Harris grant do just that,

while building a culture of leadership, collaboration, and

creative thought in students that will extend well into their

future education and career opportunities.”

Michelle Ferro, BPS elementary science content

specialist, has been hands–on with three programs funded

by L3Harris: Destination Space; Elementary Science and

Engineering Fair; and L3Harris Super Science Saturdays.

She has witnessed the positive impact that these programs

make on students.

“Through the L3Harris grant, we will be able to

immerse more students in STEM opportunities at an early

age, particularly children in underrepresented demograph-

ics,” said Ferro. “Last school year, we were able to provide

‘Super Science Saturdays’ to 375 students and their

teachers, which offered time beyond the school day to

participate in engaging hands–on science investigations.

This is something we could not have accomplished without

the generosity of the L3Harris Foundation.”

“Investing in STEM programs that support area

students, who represent the workforce of the future, has

never been more important,” said Bill Brown, chairman

and CEO of L3Harris. “As Brevard schools seek to

overcome today’s significant COVID–19 challenges, we

hope that this grant enables the Foundation to continue its

efforts to expand STEM education in our county.”

“L3Harris has long been a champion for education in

our community and their commitment to improving the

quality of education in our community is unmatched and

should be the gold standard for corporations in every

community,” said Kershaw. “We could not be more grateful

to L3Harris for their continued support.”

l About Brevard Schools Foundation

Brevard Schools Foundation fills educational funding

and opportunity gaps at all of all 83 public schools for

75,000 students and 5,000 teachers by supporting innova-

tion, engaging communities, and changing lives.

l About L3Harris

L3Harris Technologies is global aerospace and defense

technology innovator, delivering end–to–end solutions that

meet customers’ mission–critical needs. The company

provides advanced defense and commercial technologies

across air, land, sea, space and cyber domains. L3Harris

has $18 billion in annual revenue and 48,000 employees,

with customers in more than 100 countries.

L3Harris awards grant to Schools Foundation to advance student achievement and enhance teacher training
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Individualized attention
Clean, bright CDC-compliant environment
Highly qualified teachers & caregivers
Low teacher-infant ratio - average 1 to 3
Pre/Primary School to 3rd grade
Cognitive skills training

Infant Spaces Available! Call Today! 321-729-6858

Happy Babies thrive

in the right place

Caregiver to baby ratio 1-3

Space Coast Early Intervention Center's unique programs provide exceptional learning opportunities
for ALL children to ensure they acquire the academic and social skills needed to succeed in life!

focused care

and attention

in a safe, bright

environment  produces

bigbigbigbigbig

Baby Room Open for Infants 6 weeks up

3790 Dairy Road  �  Melbourne  �  www.sceic.com

CDC Guidelines in place for health and safety of children and staff
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By Peter Telep
UCF Forum columnist
University of Central Florida

Which would make you happier: more time or more

money? Most people want both and say they’d be happier if

they had both. However, most of us spend the majority of

our time chasing money and sacrificing our experiences

and relationships in the quest for financial security.

Our consumer–driven economy supports this notion

that more money equals more happiness. Consequently,

you need to work more overtime, make more money, and

buy more stuff to be happy, right?

Suddenly, a pandemic strikes and many of us have all

this time at home with our families. Ironically, we don’t

even realize what a profound gift this is. We say we’re

“stuck at home” and “quarantined” and “getting cabin

fever.” If I had little ones running around, I can imagine

saying, “These kids are driving me nuts! I can’t get

anything done with them here!”

Just a few months ago, I was teaching four writing

classes at UCF, teaching spin classes at my local gym four

nights per week, and riding my bicycle on Saturdays for

three or more hours. Other time I had was spent grading

papers and working on various writing projects of my own.

The only real family time I had was on Sundays. Admit-

tedly, my daughters are older now (24 and 21) and they

work, but at least we made an effort.

Still, we were all doing our own thing and barely saw

each other save for that Sunday afternoon dinner. My

father would’ve called this living the “rat race,” where you

spend your whole life chasing a piece of cheese you’ll never

get.

Of course, you need to earn a living, but how much is

really enough? Perhaps you can justify wanting more

money because you’re saving up for that family vacation.

Great — you work 51 weeks a year so you can spend one

week with people you hardly know because you’re busy

making money–so you can spend time with them. That

makes total sense.

There’s a telling line of dialogue in the movie Interstel-

lar written by Christopher and Jonathan Nolan. Matthew

McConaughey’s character shares some wisdom from his

late wife: “We’re just here to be memories for our kids.”

Steve Jobs, founder of Apple, underscores this sentiment in

his final essay: “The wealth I have won in my life I cannot

bring with me. What I can bring is only the memories

precipitated by love.”

In his article for The New York Times, “How Quaran-

tine Has Brought My Family Closer Together,” essayist

Clint Edwards writes, “So in this moment of reflection, I’m

taking an accounting of what our children really need to

grow into well–rounded, responsible adults with active

bodies and brains, and what we might have been missing

as a family because of trying to do too much. Perhaps what

we really needed all along was less on our plates and more

time with one another.”

Time, time, time, see what’s become of us. I’m para-

phrasing the song “Hazy Shade of Winter” by Simon &

Garfunkel, but it’s true: We’ve been spending so much time

in our work routines that when given the gift of time with

our families, many of us don’t even recognize it or know

what to do with it! That’s insane. Stop reading or listening

to this for an instant and smack your cheek!

Seriously, let’s slow down and appreciate this time. I’ve

been trying to deepen my bond with my daughters,

watching TV shows and movies with them and just sitting

and talking, asking more about their lives. I’ve been taking

nightly walks with my wife. We discuss current events,

drama at work, and whatever’s going on with our girls.

It’s amazing how much I’ve enjoyed these simple

moments, and it’s sad that it took a global pandemic for me

to realize this. Our lives are fleeting, and the ultimate gift

is giving our time to our loved ones to make memories.

That is why we’re here. This isn’t a new concept, just one

we keep forgetting as companies advertise the latest slice

of cheese that’s supposed to taste like happiness (I know,

cheese does taste like happiness, but you get the point).

Let’s make a promise that no matter what happens

during these tough times, we’ll reconsider our priorities

and make decisions that will give us more time with those

we love. “I sustain myself with the love of my family,”

wrote celebrated author Maya Angelou.

We Knights know how to prevail against great adver-

sity, so let’s cherish the moments. Let’s allow them to give

us strength and hope and, yes, sustain us through this

crisis.

Some people don’t realize what a profound gift of time this pandemic really is

Peter Telep is a senior instructor in UCF’s
Department of English. He can be reached at
Peter.Telep@UCF.edu.

Resources for voters on judicial candidates now available on Florida Bar’s website
Want to know more about the local judicial candidates appearing on your August primary ballot? Wondering about

Florida’s merit retention elections for appellate judges?

The Florida Bar provides a wealth of information as part of its initiative to educate Florida’s voters about judicial

elections that is easily accessible from The Florida Bar website.

The Vote’s in Your Court webpage includes a “Guide for Florida Voters,” an easy–to–read, nonpartisan brochure about

the courts and the role of judges; statements submitted by trial court judicial candidates; and biographies of the judges

facing merit retention elections in November. Results of the Bar’s merit retention poll of lawyers who have appeared

before the judges up for merit retention will be posted in early September.

The Bar also has printed 50,000 copies of the “Guide for Florida Voters,” which is available at supervisor of elections

offices throughout the state and many public libraries. Copies are available to civic groups upon request; email

votersguide@floridabar.org. A Spanish version is available online and printed copies will soon be distributed by members

of Florida’s Hispanic voluntary bars.

Detailed information on more than 60 county and circuit court judicial candidates is also now available on The Florida

Bar’s website. The opportunity to submit a judicial candidate voluntary self–disclosure statement was offered to all

candidates for contested seats. The 10–page statements give voters basic biographical information, legal experience and

community work, as well as a short essay on why the candidates feel they would be good judges.

The Bar’s “Guide for Florida Voters” also answers many questions voters might have about merit retention and what

judges do. On the webpage there are also links to the Code of Judicial Conduct, biographies of the appeals court judges

and one Supreme Court justice up for merit retention, and links to appellate court opinions. The merit retention poll will

be conducted in August, with results published in early September.

Election dates this year are Aug. 18 and Nov. 3. All county and circuit judicial races appear on the primary ballot, with

runoffs in November. The merit retention vote is on the November ballot.

Brevard Zoo voted one of North America’s best zoos; tops in the Southeast, readers say
“USA Today’s” 10 Best Readers’ Choice selected Brevard Zoo as one of the top zoos in North America for 2020.

The Brevard Zoo, which came in fifth place overall, was the highest–ranked facility in the Southeastern United States

and the only Florida zoo to make the list.

“Our Zoo isn’t as big as some of the others on the list, but what we lack in size, we make up for in immersive exhibits,

one–of–a–kind animal experiences, and a commitment to wildlife locally and around the globe,” said Keith Winsten, the

Brevard Zoo’s executive director. “We are grateful to the readers of 10 Best for their support, and we hope this draws

more attention to Florida’s Space Coast.”

“This is such an incredible honor for us to have one of our gems listed in a top 10 national poll like this,” said Peter

Cranis, executive director of the Space Coast Office of Tourism. “It is a testament to the vision and hard work the Zoo

staff and community have put in to make our local Zoo truly one of the best in the country.”

More information about the Brevard Zoo is available at www.brevardzoo.org.
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File photo

Timothy Michaud

‘Based upon my investigation as a
criminal investigator with the
Craven County Sheriff's Depart-
ment there is probable cause to
arrest Timothy Michaud for sexual
assault on R(xxxx) Michaud.’

John Whitfield
May 7, 2010

Brevard County Sheriff's Office photo

‘Loyalty is everything to me!!!’

Sheriff Robert Wayne Ivey
to Dana Delaney Loyd

at 5:19 p.m., April 29, 2015

Brevard County Sheriff's Office photo

‘I need to report suspected abuse.’

Dana Delaney Loyd
aka Theresa Smith

to Florida Abuse Hotline
at 11:12 a.m., April 29, 2015

IS THE EIGHTEENTH CIRCUIT AN ONGOING CRIMINAL ENTERPRISE?
BBN NOTE: John M. Stewart — a partner at Rossway Swan — is a past president of the 107,000 member The Florida Bar.
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976 BREVARD AVE
ROCKLEDGE,  FL  32955

Current Principal  Place of Business:

Current Mailing Address:
976 BREVARD AVE
ROCKLEDGE,  FL  32955  

Entity Name: THE COCOA BEACH AREA HOTEL AND MOTEL ASSOCIATION, 
INC.

DOCUMENT# N36299

FEI Number: 59-3048626 Certificate of Status Desired:
Name and Address of Current Registered Agent:
MICHAUD, TIMOTHY
1300 N ATLANTIC AVE
COCOA BEACH, FL  32931  US

The above named entity submits this statement for the purpose of changing its registered office or registered agent, or both, in the State of Florida.

SIGNATURE:
Electronic Signature of Registered Agent Date

Officer/Director Detail :

I hereby certify that the information indicated on this report or supplemental report is true and accurate and that my electronic signature shall have the same legal effect as if made under 
oath; that I am an officer or director of the corporation or the receiver or trustee empowered to execute this report as required by Chapter 617, Florida Statutes; and that my name appears 
above, or on an attachment with all other like empowered.

SIGNATURE:
Electronic Signature of Signing Officer/Director Detail Date

TIMOTHY MICHAUD

FILED
Feb 07, 2019

Secretary of State
0275169506CC

TOM WILLIAMSON DIRECTOR 02/07/2019

2019 FLORIDA NOT FOR PROFIT CORPORATION ANNUAL REPORT

No

02/07/2019

Title S

Name NORONHA, DENZIL

Address 5575 N ATLANTIC AVE   

City-State-Zip: COCOA BEACH  FL  32931

Title DP

Name WILLIAMSON, TOM

Address 3425 N ATLANTIC AVENUE   

City-State-Zip: COCOA BEACH  FL  32931

Title T

Name GALZERANO, CRISTY

Address 2080 N ATLANTIC AVE   

City-State-Zip: COCOA BEACH  FL  32931

Brevard Business News 

From: Brevard Business News [BrevardBusinessNews@earthlink.net]
Sent: Sunday, February 14, 2016 11:43 AM
To: Mr. Stockton Whitten (BCMO)
Cc: Ms. Venetta Valdengo (BCMO); Mr. Frank Abbate (BCMO); Mr. Robin Fisher (BCBCC); Mr. Jim 

Barfield (BCBCC); Ms. Trudie Infantini (BCBCC); Mr. Curt Smith (BCBCC); Mr. Andy Anderson 
(BCBCC); Brevard County Sheriff Wayne Ivey; Bill Roth (Brevard Business News)

Subject: (BCC 01) RE: Brevard County Jail Complex [2016.02.14]

Page 1 of 1February 14, 2016 – Sunday

7/30/2020

February 14, 2016 – Sunday 
  
Stockton Whitten, Brevard County Manager 
Board of County Commissioners 
2725 Judge Fran Jamieson Way, Bldg. C 
Viera, FL 32940 
Tel: (321) 633–2000 
Fax: (321) 633–2115 
  
  
Dear Mr. Whitten, 
  

On September 17, 2015, Brevard Business News wrote you the following: 
“Brevard Business News has learned that on July 5, 2015, at approximately 7:15 p.m., Sheriff Wayne 

Ivey of the Brevard County Sheriff’s Office was informed of abuse to an inmate being housed in the Brevard 
County Jail Complex. 

“As the Brevard County Jail Complex is owned and maintained by the Board of County Commissioners 
and is operated by the Sheriff, would you please initiate that action required to determine the outcome of the 
incident that Sheriff Ivey was informed of on July 5, 2015?” 

Now, in view of the fact that Sheriff Wayne Ivey, on June 5, 2015, was appointed to the Florida Model 
Jail Standards Commission by the Florida Sheriffs Association; 

And in view of the fact that Sheriff Wayne Ivey, on July 5, 2015, placed a ten–minute call to a 
Corrections Deputy whose wife his Brevard County Sheriff’s Office arrested on August 28, 2015, on charges 
that included information fabricated by his Brevard County Sheriff’s Office; 

And in view of the fact that Sheriff Wayne Ivey, on February 10, 2016, arrested a Corrections Deputy 
for Sexual Misconduct with an inmate; 

Would you please tell Brevard Business News if you ever initiated “that action required to determine 
the outcome of the incident that Sheriff Ivey was informed of on July 5, 2015”? 
  
  
Thank you, 
Bill Roth 
Special Projects Editor 
Brevard Business News, Inc. 
(321) 951–7777 
BrevardBusinessNews.com 
BrevardBusinessNews@earthlink.net 
4300 Fortune Place Suite D 
West Melbourne, FL 32904 
  
  
CC: Ms. Venetta Valdengo, Mr. Frank Abbate, Commissioner Robin Fisher, Commissioner Jim Barfield, 
Commissioner Trudie Infantini, Commissioner Curt Smith, Commissioner Andy Anderson, Brevard County 
Sheriff Wayne Ivey, Bill Roth (Brevard Business News) 
  
BCC: OTHERS 
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By Elizabeth Lee Vliet, M.D.
drleevlietmd@gmail.com

Twenty–thousand more Americans have died while the

Food and Drug Administration has delayed since July 1 a

new emergency use approval for outpatient use of

hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) for COVID–19.

On July 1, Henry Ford Hospital physicians and

researchers in Detroit filed an urgent request to FDA

Commissioner Dr. Stephen Hahn for a new outpatient

Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) for FDA approval of

HCQ to be used in early treatment for COVID–19. Baylor

Scott & White Heart and Vascular Institute in Dallas,

issued an urgent appeal supporting the Henry Ford EUA

application, based on their clinical study of prophylactic

use of HCQ in their own medical workers. Baylor cardiolo-

gists emphasized there were no adverse cardiac outcomes

in their own or the Ford study.

Henry Ford’s new clinical trial found an impressive

51 percent reduction in deaths if HCQ was begun within

24 hours of admission to hospital. An outpatient primary

care study by Dr. Vladimir Zelenko, using HCQ,

azithromycin and zinc given within less than seven days of

COVID–19 symptoms, showed approximately 80 percent

decrease in deaths, and less than 1 percent of his patients

needed to be admitted to hospital. These U.S. early

intervention studies extraordinary results show how many

lives can be saved with early HCQ treatment.

If the FDA had acted quickly on the Henry Ford and

Baylor approval request for HCQ, we can reasonably con-

sider that 16,000 lives could have been saved since July 1.

EUA applications do not have to take long to approve,

when well documented rationale and supporting research

is presented as Henry Ford team and Baylor cardiologists

did.

HCQ is already an FDA–approved drug, unlike

remdesivir, which had almost an immediate compassion-

ate use authorization granted that has now been expanded

for early use despite severe side effects. The former director

of the FDA subagency BARDA, Rick Bright, Ph.D.,

submitted an EUA for HCQ approval for hospital use at

11:30 p.m. on March 28, 2020. Dr. Hahn’s approval was

granted a little after midnight on March 29, 2020. Ap-

proval came in about 30 minutes.

We have been waiting almost 30 days for Dr. Hahn to

issue approval of the Henry Ford EUA application for

outpatient use. Dr. Hahn has stated that we need more

data. Henry Ford and Baylor doctors have already

provided research documentation stronger than in Rick

Bright’s March application, and included current COVID–

19 studies from the U.S. and other countries. What

amount of “data” will ever satisfy Dr. Hahn?

Let this sink in: Laboratory studies published by

the National Institutes of Health 15 years ago (2005)

showed potent antiviral effects of chloroquine against

SARS–CoV–1 to block the infection at the earliest stage.

Dr. Anthony Fauci, who was working at NIH at that time,

has to have known for the last 15–18 years that

chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine are effective against

SARS–Co–V–1, which shares 79% of the viral genome with

SARS–CoV–2, the cause of COVID–19 disease.

It is appalling that so many more Americans have died,

while the physician who is head of the FDA has dawdled

on approving HCQ for an urgent new use in this pandemic.

Dr. Hahn knows full well the 65–year track record of safety

worldwide in patients of all ages, all ethnic groups, and

even pregnant women and nursing mothers.

Doctors who are treating COVID–19 patients see lives

being saved by cheap, safe, FDA–approved medicines–

hydroxychloroquine, azithromycin, doxycycline.

It is crucial to start HCQ early, during days 1–7 of

symptoms, for these key reasons:

l Early treatment is when HCQ works best two ways:

to stop viral entry into our cells, and block the virus from

multiplying using the cell’s machinery.

l The viral load explodes by day 6, and then can trigger

an exaggerated inflammatory response called Cytokine

Storm, which severely damages critical organs: lungs,

kidneys, heart, brain, liver and intestines. This severe

complication doesn’t occur in all COVID–19 patients, but

often is fatal when it does.

l Early treatment keeps infected people from spreading

the virus to others.

l Early treatment is crucial to keep people out of

hospitals and off ventilators.

l Availability of early treatment is urgently needed to

safely re–open businesses, schools, and churches, and help

relieve public anxiety and fear.

Front–line doctors have been pleading with the FDA

Food and Drug Administration delays on HCQ outpatient approvals are causing deaths daily across U.S.
and State officials since March to open access to early

treatment with HCQ. The supply of HCQ has been ramped

up to handle its use in early treatment of COVID.

The Strategic National Stockpile has millions of doses

deteriorating in government warehouses that are not being

distributed because doctors are prevented from prescribing

for outpatients with COVID–19. FDA’s misleading

statements about HCQ have led to dangerous, unprec-

edented restrictions on physicians’ off–label prescribing

rights imposed by state governors, medical boards and

pharmacy boards.

Generic HCQ with azithromycin or doxycycline plus

zinc is taken by mouth. Total treatment cost is about $25–

$30 cash price for the 5–7 day course used in COVID–19.

Remdesivir must be given intravenously to patients in

hospital, at a cost of about $3,500. Its serious side effects

include respiratory failure, the very condition it is sup-

posed to treat. It has shown limited success: it shortened

hospital stays by only 4 days and has not been clearly

shown to reduce deaths.

Baylor’s study showing prophylactic benefits for

hospital workers is profoundly important, not only for

front–line medical workers, but also for law enforcement

officers, paramedics, clergy, dentists, dental hygienists,

truck drivers, food–processing workers, teachers, behav-

ioral health professionals, factory and grocery store

workers, flight attendants, and many others.

HCQ is a safe, effective outpatient treatment we have

NOW. Physicians and patients need freedom to use it.

Delays waiting for the “magic bullet” of a vaccine inevita-

bly mean more deaths. Even IF we have a vaccine that

works, we still need therapeutics, such as HCQ.

Testing is inaccurate and often unavailable, and HCQ

dispensing must not be limited to persons with a positive

test. Such limits also prevent prophylactic use. Governors

and other officials must not be allowed to arbitrarily

restrict life–saving HCQ treatment.

Continued shutdowns of businesses, schools, churches,

and mandatory mask edicts are not controlling the

epidemic. Meanwhile, these orders have eroded our

constitutional freedoms, and devastated our economic,

psychological, physical, and spiritual well–being.

Dr. Hahn’s FDA is costing more lives with its delay in

removing the obstructions it created to prescribing safe,

effective early HCQ treatment: deaths directly from

COVID–19 and indirectly by destroying livelihoods and

distributions of foods, goods and services required to

sustain our lives.

Dr. Hahn, America needs you to act NOW.

l About the Author/Contributor
Dr. Vliet speaks as an independent physician,
not as an official spokesperson for any organiza-
tion or political party. She has no financial ties
to any health–care system or health insurance
plan. Her allegiance and advocacy are to and
for patients. Dr. Vliet has been a leader in
patient centered, individualized medical care.
Since 1986, she has practiced medicine
independent of insurance contracts that interfere
with patient–physician relationships and
decision–making. Dr. Vliet’s focus is medical
freedom and free–market approaches to health
care. Dr. Vliet is the founder of Vive Life Center
and Hormone Health Strategies with medical
practices in Tucson Ariz., and Dallas Texas,
specializing in preventive and climacteric
medicine with an integrated approach to
evaluation and treatment of women and men
with complex medical and hormonal problems
from puberty to late life.
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How to master the art of ‘respectful truth–telling,’ a crucial skill for
women; ways to influence your organization without being rude

By Jackie Gaines, M.S., R.N.

What woman hasn’t suppressed her true feelings to

avoid conflict at work?

We’ve all headed off disagreements by bending our

standards or biting our tongues once in a while (or maybe

more often than we would care to admit). After all, we

don’t want to be labeled the “A” word, aggressive.

The good news is, you can make yourself heard and

influence your organization without being loud, rude,

arrogant, or disrespectful.

Many women truly believe they have a smaller range of

acceptable behaviors than men. If they are too nice, they

will be seen as weak or manipulative. If they are too

aggressive, they will be judged as acting like men. The

solution is to work on the skill of being assertive.

Assertiveness enables us to think for ourselves, ask for

what we need, and speak up.

With assertiveness skills in their toolbox, women can

learn how to better handle just about any situation that

comes up without seeming either shy or pushy.

One such skill is “respectful truth–telling,” which

simply means expressing your feelings and needs in a

direct, honest way.

When you need to have a difficult conversation with

someone, it’s best to be prepared. Having an idea of the

actual words you plan to use ahead of time makes the

experience easier and will help you feel calm and in control

during the discussion.

Below are four examples of “respectful truth–telling”

that you can add to your assertiveness toolbox. Once you

have some experience speaking your mind while still being

respectful to the other person or people, you will find your

own words to use. But for now, here is some language to

get you started.

Situation: How to say “no”

Respectful Truth–Telling:

l No, but thanks for thinking of me.

l I am not comfortable with that.

l Your timing is not good; maybe another time.

l Thank you for this opportunity, but this really does

not work for me right now.

l This is not the right direction for me. Thanks anyway.

Situation: Asking for what you want

Respectful Truth–Telling:

l I am confused. Can you help me understand?

l Excuse me, can I have ______?

l I could really use your support in ______.

l Can we talk about an area where I need some

additional support or resources?

Situation: Response when you are put down in front of

other people

Respectful Truth–Telling:

l (Privately) Can we discuss what happened in the

meeting today? When you said ______, it made me feel

______. (Remember to discuss only how their remarks

made you feel. No one can take that away from you.) I

would have appreciated if it could have been said to me in

private if you are concerned with my performance. Thank

you for listening and allowing me to share.

Situation: Seeking common ground

Respectful Truth–Telling:

l I can see why you believe the way you do. I am

concerned about that too. I want the same things as you

do. My solutions are different from yours because I came to

believe something new from these particular experiences.

Assertiveness is an art form that you can utilize and

refine throughout your career. Although you might still be

judged negatively by some for being direct and bold at any

time, when you are diplomatically assertive, you are more

likely to get what you want.

l About the Author

Jackie Gaines is the author of “Wearing the Yellow

Suit: A Guide for Women in Leadership.” She is an award–

winning senior executive with more than 40 years of

sustained leadership experience. She dedicated most of her

career to the advancement of quality health care programs

throughout the U.S., helping organizations improve their

leadership skills and performance. Today, Jackie works for

Studer Group|Huron as an executive–level coach, senior

director, national speaker, and best–selling author.

l About Studer Group

Studer Group works with health–care organizations in

the United States, Canada, Australia, and beyond, to help

them achieve and sustain exceptional improvement in

organizational and operational results. A Huron

Healthcare solution, Studer Group partners with organiza-

tions to build a sustainable culture that promotes account-

ability, fosters innovation, and consistently delivers a great

patient experience and the best quality outcomes over

time. Learn more a www.studergroup.com

Melbourne Regional Chamber announces the rebranding of Better Business Council
Melbourne Regional Chamber recently announced the evolution and rebranding of its longstanding Better Business

Council to Better Business Certified.

The Melbourne Regional Chamber’s BBC has been serving the community for close to 60 years, and will continue to

serve under the same acronym, with enhanced benefits to BBC business and area consumers.

“Our mission is to strengthen credibility and public confidence in Better Business Certified businesses through

collaboration, joint marketing, public relations, and recognition,” said Tom Fulmer, vice president of business develop-

ment for National Drug Screening Inc. and the 2020 chairman of the Chamber’s BBC.

The Chamber’s Better Business Certified program encourages high ethical business standards, informs and protects

local consumers, and assists businesses that adhere to the sound and fair business principals. Member companies or

organization must have been in business locally for one year, be properly licensed and insured, possess a good public

reputation, and abide by the BBC Code of Ethics.

Enhanced value and special benefits offered to Better Business Certified member companies and organizations,

include greater credibility and consumer confidence, increased visibility, marketing and promotional support, and referral

services.

To learn more about how becoming a BBC member can benefit your business, contact Melody Thomas, director of

business development, at Melody.Thomas@MelbourneRegionalChamber.com.

l About The Melbourne Regional Chamber

The Melbourne Regional Chamber is a five–star accredited chamber from the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. The

Chamber proudly serves the business communities of Brevard County and East Central Florida. For more information,

visit www.melbourneregionalchamber.com.
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By Judy Kent (jkent@nationalcenter.org)
and David W. Almasi (dalmasi@nationalcenter.org)
National Center for Public Policy Research

WASHINGTON — Veteran ESPN host Sage Steele

was reportedly excluded from a network documentary on

race and sports because — despite being biracial — her

political and social views were not considered by colleagues

to be racially authentic.

The Project 21 black leadership network called upon

the Walt Disney Co. to conduct a thorough and public

review of political and racial biases at ESPN to determine

what remedies are needed to end prejudices at the sports

network.

“ESPN owes Sage Steele a huge apology. This is not

how the media should operate in America,” said Project 21

member Emery McClendon. “No one has the exclusive

right to define another person’s ethnic authenticity based

on one’s own bias or personal definition — not even one’s

fellow employees. The allegation that Steele would not be

accepted by other blacks is pure conjecture and should

have been left up to the viewers to decide.”

According to a “Wall Street Journal article,” Sage Steele

— a 13–year veteran of the network and anchor of the

flagship 6 p.m. Eastern edition of “SportsCenter” — was

purposely passed over by colleagues Elle Duncan and

Michael Eaves for inclusion in the June 24 documentary

“The Undefeated Presents Time for Change: We Won’t Be

Defeated.” Duncan and Eaves allegedly believed Steele

was not “an authentic voice for the black community.”

Steele has been critical of athletes kneeling for the

national anthem. She also recently called out professional

football player DeSean Jackson for an anti–Semitic tweet.

“As a person of color who has also had his ‘blackness

level’ questioned by my racial peers, I am appalled that

ESPN would countenance this,” said Project 21 member

Martin Baker. “Ms. Steele did no wrong here. She has

stated opinions, which I assume we are still free to do as

citizens of this great nation. For her peers at ESPN to

publicly suggest she is not ‘black enough’ to speak on racial

matters is insulting at best and horribly insensitive at

worst. It’s also possible grounds for legal action. ESPN is

treading on dangerous ground, and I would strongly advise

it gets off that ‘third rail’ immediately.”

Steele shared concerns about a “divisive work environ-

ment” with ESPN President Jimmy Pitaro in early June.

Since assuming the ESPN helm in 2018, Pitaro has

allegedly tried to keep the network out of politics following

years of accusations that ESPN skewed to the far–left and

discriminated against conservative employees. Steele told

the Journal: “I found it sad for all of us that any human

being should be allowed to define someone’s ‘blackness”…

Trying to define who is and isn’t black enough goes against

everything we are fighting for in this country, and only

creates more of a divide.”

Project 21 called upon the Walt Disney Co., which owns

ESPN, to commission an independent investigation of

racial and political bias at ESPN — both in its program-

ming and staffing decisions — to be made public by the

end of the year.

“Left–wing political bias at ESPN is well–known, and

Jimmy Pitaro as president was supposed to bring the

channel back to neutral. It appears he has failed,” said

Project 21 Co–Chairman Council Nedd II. “ABC late night

host Jimmy Kimmel notoriously wore blackface to mock

basketball star Karl Malone. As a reliable leftist, does that

make him more eligible for the ‘Undefeated’ special than

Sage Steele? Disney needs to get to the bottom of the

continuing bias problems at ESPN, which now seem to

include race, and let us sports fans know how it plans to

get back to just covering sports.”

In addition to ESPN, the Walt Disney Co. owns the

ABC television network, which produces “Jimmy Kimmel

Live!” When the National Center for Public Policy

Research’s Free Enterprise Project confronted Disney CEO

Bob Iger in 2019 about Kimmel’s blackface, Iger said the

company had handled the issue “privately.” The National

Center’s “ScoopTV” has addressed Kimmel’s blackface

issue separately.

Members of the Project 21 black leadership network

cannot comment on election issues in any way, shape or

form as such behavior constitutes “campaign activity”

under section 501(c)(3) of the IRS code. Project 21, a

leading voice of black conservatives for over 25 years, is

sponsored by the National Center for Public Policy

Research. Its members have been quoted, interviewed or

published over 40,000 times since the program was created

in 1992. Contributions to the National Center are tax–

deductible and greatly appreciated, and may be earmarked

exclusively for the use of Project 21.

Activists call for bias investigation at network; report that host wasn’t ‘authentic voice for black community’
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By Madison Conradis
madisonconradis@gmail.com
American Advertising Federation Space Coast

July 27, 2020 — The American Advertising

Federation’s Space Coast Chapter has announced its

new board of directors.

Known worldwide for the American Advertising

Awards, commonly known as the Addy Awards, the

local club has a more than 30–year history of serving

Brevard County’s business community.

New board members and committee members

include:

l Stephanie Byrd, president

The Viera Co.

l Keri Goff, president–elect

Brevard Achievement Center

l Kim Africano, treasurer

Viera Builders

l Andrea Hill, secretary, Addy chairwoman

Brevard Zoo

l Scott Eller, past president

Rock Paper Simple

l Stephanie Herndon, past president, membership

chairwoman 4th District

Florida Tech and Enki Creations

l Jeremy Gerster, website chairman

Sky Advertising

l Madison Conradis, past president, communica-

tions chairwoman

Your Logo by Geiger

l Adrienne Roth, director,

“Brevard Business News”

l Dr. Steven Hicks, director,

Brevard Public Schools

l Tracy Stroderd, director

Everything Brevard

In 2020–2021, the club will focus on finding and

cultivating new resources for advertising and market-

ing professionals in Brevard while seeking opportuni-

ties to partner with others and foster member participa-

tion. The AAF is the only club of its kind that features

people from every facet of the advertising industry and

they have the ability to adapt to changing times.

“The upcoming year will be a challenge for us all. We

will continue to focus on ways to support our commu-

nity, maintain social connections, and reduce stress by

leaning on our support network of creatives. We are

better together and stronger by the energy we can share

with each other,” said Stephanie Byrd, president of the

local club.

The organization is recruiting new members. The

local AAF club encourages members to be involved in

the community, submit their best work for the Addy

Awards and network with each other, businessowners,

and industry professionals.

Events include coffee socials, in North and South

Brevard County.

l About American Advertising Federation

The American Advertising Federation of the Space

Coast is a local club and part of a nationwide network of

40,000 members, promoting positive awareness of the

advertising industry while fostering professional

growth for its members. For more information about

this organization, visit http://aafspacecoast.org.

Space Coast Chapter of American Advertising Federation welcomes new board members; Byrd is president
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By Todd Pack
todd.pack@nfib.org
NFIB Florida

TALLAHASSEE July 27, 2020 — The NFIB Research

Center has released a national survey on the state of small

business and the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP). The

PPP loan application is set to close on Aug. 8 after

Congress extended the deadline to allow more small

business owners to participate.

“Current economic conditions are putting significant

stress on small business owners struggling to balance

lower sales, expenses, and longer–term sustainability,”

said Holly Wade, NFIB director of research and policy

analysis. “Even for those owners who have exhausted their

PPP loan, the economic conditions have not yet returned to

levels that can support business activity for many.”

NFIB State Executive Director Bill Herrle said the

situation is especially dire for some Florida businesses,

which continue to operate at reduced capacity or remain

closed under state order because of the pandemic. “Our

members are determined to get through this, but the need

for additional relief for these businesses is very real,”

Herrle said.

Key findings from the survey include:

The majority (71 percent) of small business owners

have now used their entire PPP loan.

l The 29 percent still using their loan are likely not far

behind.

Borrowers are now waiting for lenders to start accept-

ing loan forgiveness applications.

l The SBA has recently issued processing instructions

and just over one–third of small business borrowers plan to

use the EZ form. Another 61 percent are not sure if they

will use the EZ form or the long form.

Some small–business owners (21 percent) have or

anticipate having to lay off employees after using the PPP

loan.

l This is generally unchanged from NFIB’s July 7

survey at 22 percent.

Almost half (46 percent) of PPP loan borrowers also

anticipate needing additional financial support over the

next 12 months.

l Congress is currently negotiating additional support.

NFIB issued a Phase Four Legislative Priorities for Small

Business Recovery, which includes near– and longer–term

financial assistance for small businesses.

Almost half of small–business owners (46 percent) are

nearly back to where they were with some exceeding pre–

COVID sales levels.

l Thirty–two percent report sales levels of 50–74

percent of last year.

l Twenty–one percent of small businesses still in

operation have sales levels that are less than half of what

they were this time last year.

About 23 percent of small–business owners report that

they will have to close their doors if the current economic

conditions do not improve over the next six months.

l Another 22 percent of owners anticipate they will be

able to operate no longer than 7–12 months under current

economic conditions.

l Over half (56 percent) are better situated and do not

anticipate any near–term problems.

More small business owners find it difficult to pay their

mortgage/rent/lease payments than any other expense

category.

l About 54 percent of owners rent their business

property while another 40% own.

l Seven percent both rent and own property used for

business purposes.

l About one–third of respondent’s own investment

property and 77 percent of them collect rent from those

properties.

l Just over one–third (34 percent) of those who have

renters are experiencing more difficulty collecting rent

than normal.

Over one–third (35 percent) of small–business owners

are “very” or “moderately” concerned about contracting

COVID–19 themselves while operating their business.

l Another 35 percent are somewhat concerned.

l Most small–business owners (86 percent) are 100

percent involved in the daily operations of their business

with another 10 percent of owners more than 75 percent

involved in daily operations.

Most small–business owners expect business conditions

to improve to normal levels by the end of 2021.

l Seventeen percent of owners anticipate conditions

improving to normal levels by the end of the year with 2

percent saying conditions are back to normal now.

l Over half (52 percent) of owners anticipate it taking

until sometime in 2021 and 25 percent are less optimistic

and expect conditions not to fully improve until sometime

between 2022–2024.

The full survey is available at https://assets.nfib.com/

nfibcom/Covid–19–10–Survey.pdf.

Small–business owners anticipate additional support to avoid layoffs, according to a new NFIB survey

Meyers new Coldwell Banker Realty
sales associate at office in Palm Bay

PALM BAY — Coldwell Banker Realty recently

announced that Kathy Meyers has become an affiliated

sales associate with the company’s Palm Bay office.

According to Meyers, “I look forward to providing the

best customer service and helping area buyers and sellers

achieve their needs with my knowledge of the area.”

“We are very happy to welcome Kathy to the Coldwell

Banker network. Her knowledge of the area and commit-

ment to excellent customer service leads to making

customers for life,” said Donna Linden, branch manager.

Meyers may be reached at (321) 348–2800, or

Kathy.meyers@cbrealty.com.

For more information or to view local listings, visit

ColdwellBankerHomes.com.
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By Rich Rollins
Regional Vice President, Comcast Business

As South Florida businesses continue to manage daily

operations amid the ongoing COVID–19 pandemic, many

companies have told employees to keep working from

home. Comcast Business recommends South Florida

businessowners keep these cybersecurity best practices in

mind to keep sensitive information secure and avoid

disruptions to their operations from cyberattacks:

l Use a firewall

A firewall is a company’s first line of defense against

cyber criminals.

l Install anti–malware software

To streamline the process, set the software to update

automatically. A list of expert–recommended software,

found at www.techradar.com/best/best–antivirus, offers

both free and paid options.

l Update operating systems

This process can also be streamlined by setting software

to update automatically.

l Back up data regularly

Company data, excluding any passwords or sensitive

financial information, can be backed up to the cloud.

However, it is also a good idea to secure a company’s most

important data on an external hard drive that is not

connected to the network.

l Create a cybersecurity plan

Put the company’s cybersecurity policies in writing,

share them with employees and revisit the plan regularly

as circumstances change.

Additionally, a new service from Comcast Business can

help South Florida businesses and their remote workers

stay connected, productive and safe from cybersecurity

threats. Comcast Business At Home provides connectivity

solutions for businesses at a primary physical location as

well as a remote workforce. It allows businesses of all sizes

to provide their employees working from home with a

dedicated, independent internet connection paid for by the

business, plus additional tools for mobility, cyber security

and more. At the same time, a remote employee’s home

Internet connection remains separate and available for

personal use.

Businesses are seeing a variety of benefits to this

approach during this challenging time, including:

l Reliability

Comcast Business At Home provides a professionally

installed, dedicated, fast and reliable Internet connection

with no data usage threshold and a separate Wi–Fi

network

l Flexibility

With no minimum or maximum number of users,

businesses can add as many employees as needed, across

multiple locations

l Convenience

Each employee’s service is billed to the company’s

Comcast Business account

l Mobility

Available on–the–go voice solutions that allow employ-

ees to route calls from their business number to any device

l Security

Available cybersecurity solution to help protect devices

connected to the network from malicious threats.

For more information on cybersecurity and Comcast

Business services, visit business.comcast.com.

New Comcast business service helps remote workers stay connected and protected during the pandemic
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Please see Economic Development Commission of Florida’s Space Coast, page 19

EDC of Florida’s Space Coast as busy as ever during pandemic — CPT
program stays on track; Manufacturing Resiliency Team; Connex Florida
By Ken Datzman

As states deal with the dramatic changes caused by

the novel coronavirus, economic development leaders

and their organizations are playing increasingly

important collaborative roles in communities helping

business and industry.

Locally, the Economic Development Commission of

Florida’s Space Coast has used its many resources and

its longstanding partnerships to help businesses in

different ways, and even keep their key industry

workforce training program on track.

“From the outset of the crisis, the EDC’s approach

has been to be as constructive and substantive as

possible, mindful of the daily changing dynamic for

businesses and workforces,” said Lynda Weatherman,

president and chief executive officer of the Economic

Development Commission of Florida Space Coast, a

private not–for–profit entity.

“An example is the EDC’s Certified Production

Technician program. The CPT classes did not stop. We

continued training online.”

The 10–week CPT certification program, in partner-

ship with Eastern Florida State College, focuses on the

core technical competencies of the entry–level production

worker and is applicable in all sectors of manufacturing.

The next class starts Aug. 31. For details and to

apply, visit ManufacturingInBrevard.org.

The program prepares the students to sit for the four

Manufacturing Skills Standards Council Production

Technician certification assessments: Safety; Quality

Practices and Measurement; Manufacturing Processes

and Production; and Maintenance Awareness.

Weatherman said recent CPT job fairs were held

remotely, adding, “Every student in the program is

required to tour a manufacturing facility. We did the

tours remotely, too.”

Gov. Ron DeSantis recently vetoed more than

$1 billion from the 2020–2021 state budget, but it did

not impact the EDC’s CPT training.

“Our funding for the CPT program remained in place.

I think that shows how important manufacturing jobs

are and how important it is getting people into those

jobs, especially during the pandemic,” said Brian Baluta,

the EDC’s director of communications and partner

relations.

The EDC has also created a Manufacturing Resil-

iency Team, said Weatherman, and established the

resource site www.SpaceCoastEDC.org/COVID–19.

“This crisis will touch every industry in our economy.

However, the EDC is focused on where its expertise and

efforts can do the greatest good, so we created an

internal Manufacturing Resiliency Team to address the

impact of COVID–19 on the Space Coast’s state–leading

manufacturing sector.”

She said the EDC has engaged more than 700

contacts representing over 500 Brevard County manu-

facturers, including members of the Manufacturers

Association of Florida’s Space Coast (MASC) — and

some outside of the EDC/MASC network — to offer

assistance, assess capabilities and critical needs, and

troubleshoot breaks in supply chains that can be filled

by local businesses.

The MASC is governed by the EDC’s Industry

Council and serves the needs of regional manufacturing

companies.

“The EDC has long maintained close relationships

with manufacturers in the region,” said Weatherman.

“That might sound easy, but there are more than 500

manufacturing businesses in Brevard County. When the

pandemic hit, there were two things we wanted to find

out: How are they doing, and what kind of impact is the

virus having on their operations?”

One of the companies the EDC recently worked with

was Airon Corp., a small business in Melbourne that

produces pneumatic life–support products for emer-

gency–medicine and critical–care markets. Airon Corp.’s

staff has more than 40 years’ experience in medical–

product design and manufacturing, including the

production of life–saving ventilators.

“All of a sudden their demand greatly ramped up

because of the coronavirus,” said Weatherman.

But increasing production for Airon uncovered issues

like supply–chain breaks with other small businesses

struggling to meet their own demand.

The EDC stepped in to help Airon and compiled

specifications and photographs of a part that was needed

to increase production for ventilators. Then the EDC

reached out to Brevard County manufacturers to see if it

could get the part, or create a new mold.

Lynda Weatherman is president and CEO of the Economic Development Commission of Florida’s Space Coast. She says her
organization continues to work closely with Brevard’s manufacturing sector during the pandemic. There are more than 500
manufacturing businesses in Brevard County. The EDC administers the 10–week Certified Production Technician program, in
partnership with Eastern Florida State College. The next class starts Aug. 31.
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Please see Solid Bite, page 21

Solid Bite, a father–and–son led dental practice in Melbourne, thrives; team
members empowered as Sheldon family creates inviting work environment
By Ken Datzman

Dr. Lee Sheldon, originally from Massachusetts, is one

of the region’s best–known periodontists.

He’s built a successful business providing care to a

growing roster of patients and fostering an inviting work

environment for his 20–member team, in a practice

atmosphere centered on trust, responsibility, and

autonomy.

The family business includes his son, general practitio-

ner Dr. Matthew Sheldon, who partnered with his father

in June 2012 at Solid Bite on Sarno Road. Both are

graduates of Tufts University School of Dental Medicine,

renowned for its clinical training.

Solid Bite is a reconstructive periodontal and dental

practice.

“I knew I wanted to come back to Brevard County to

practice,” said Dr. Matthew Sheldon, who earned his

undergraduate degree in health science from the Univer-

sity of Florida.

“This is where I grew up and where my family lives.

After some discussions with my father, we decided to

team up. It’s been a great experience.”

“You don’t see a periodontist and a general dentist

working together in the same practice,” said his father.

“So when Matthew stepped in, it created a unique

practice.”

The Sheldons say they pride themselves on the type of

office environment they’ve created.

“Team members at the practice are empowered,” said

Dr. Matthew Sheldon. “It’s an atmosphere we’ve devel-

oped. Team members ‘own’ their position at the practice.

If they find a way to make things better, they bring it to

our attention and we discuss their idea. Every Tuesday

morning at 6:30 we meet as a team. We talk about all the

positive things that have happened over the past week, as

well as any issues that may come up. It’s a great way to

share a lot of good energy. I believe my father created a

great work environment from the day he started the

practice.”

The Solid Bite team includes Eleanor Sheldon, Dr. Lee

Sheldon’s wife. She oversees the financial operations of

the practice and has been involved in the business for as

long as her husband has.

Their oldest son, Daniel, is an award–winning

television sports anchor out West, and their daughter,

Stephanie, works as a transcriptionist in Oviedo. They

both have contributed to the success of the practice, too.

“Our daughter Stephanie dictates letters and charts,

types them up, and they come through our printer at the

office,” said Dr. Lee Sheldon. “And Daniel does some of

our voice–overs for our productions. We have the entire

family involved in the practice in some way.”

The third member of the Solid Bite practitioner team is

Dr. Michel Furtado. Together, the three doctors at Solid

Bite have authored the book “The Ultimate Mouth

Manual,” which contains “information patients need to

make dental decisions in the 21st century.” The book is

sold at Amazon.com.

Dr. Matthew Sheldon was just named one of the top 40

dentists in the nation under age 40 by “Incisal Edge,” a

nationwide magazine covering the dental profession. The

magazine’s annual “40 Under 40” award honors what it

calls “America’s rising stars” in dentistry. He has served

as president of the 170–member Brevard County Dental

Society.

Joseph McGrath of Benco Dental nominated

Dr. Matthew Sheldon, who received supporting documen-

tation for the award from Solid Bite office manager

Danyel Salmela and lead restorative dental assistant

Katie Dennison.

Teamwork, said Dr. Matthew Sheldon, is one of the

things that has made his practice successful. His longtime

mentor in the field has been his father.

Dr. Lee Sheldon opened his Melbourne practice

Oct. 16, 1980, treating patients with gum disease. “That

was before the era of dental implants,” he said, adding

that his practice grew and grew through referral from

general dentists in the area.

“We have a very good group of general dentists

practicing in Brevard County.”

Solid Bite has a full portfolio of high–tech dental

equipment, including a dental microscope.

A dental microscope is an important tool that allows

for better visualization through magnification of objects,

especially for the detection of gum disease, said

Dr. Matthew Sheldon.

Bacterial infections “trigger destructive immunological

reactions,” which result in loss of gum attachment and

bone around the teeth.

“With periodontal disease, like many chronic illnesses,

you generally don’t feel any symptoms. Using the dental

Periodontist Dr. Lee Sheldon, right,  has provided comprehensive implant, periodontic, and full–mouth restoration dental services to
area residents for decades. His son, Dr. Matthew Sheldon, a general dentist, teamed with his father at Solid Bite in 2012, creating a
unique practice. ‘You don’t see a periodontist and a general dentist working together in the same practice,’ said Dr. Lee Sheldon. Both
are graduates of Tufts University School of Dental Medicine, renowned for its clinical training.
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New South Atlantic Ocean fishing regulation goes into effect, a
working descending device is now required on–board of vessels

By: Shelly Krueger
shellykrueger@ufl.edu
IFAS Communications
University of Florida

MONROE — Effective immediately, all recreational,

commercial, and for–hire vessels will be required to have

a working descending device on–board and readily

available when fishing for any of the fish in the snapper–

grouper fishery management unit in federal waters of the

Atlantic Ocean from North Carolina to Florida.

In Florida, this means any vessel that is fishing for

fish in the snapper–grouper complex (also known as reef

fish) will be required to possess descending gear when

fishing greater than 3 nautical miles off the East Coast

all the way through the Dry Tortugas. Fish may be

released using a fishing pole or hand–line with a

descending device attached to a minimum 16–ounce

weight, or a weighted container, with at least 60 feet of

line that is capable of returning fish back to a depth of at

least 50 feet.

The South Atlantic Fishery Management Council has

examples of descending devices and a video to make your

own using a weighted hook at https://safmc.net/best–

fishing–practices.

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-

tion (NOAA) Fisheries recommends using descending

devices on fish exhibiting signs of barotrauma. The new

regulation does not prohibit the use of venting tools, but a

descending device will still need to be on board and

readily available for use.

Barotrauma occurs when fish are caught and brought

up from deep water, typically greater than 50 feet of

depth. The rapid change in pressure when the fish is

brought to the surface causes the swim bladder to expand

(or even burst). Common signs of barotrauma are the

stomach protruding out of the mouth, bulging eyes, and

distended intestines. Descending devices use a weight to

return the fish to depth, which recompresses the

expanded gas and reverses the effects of barotrauma.

Science has shown that descending gear is effective at

getting fish back down to depth, and this increases

survival rates by minimizing the effects of barotrauma.

Reef fish, like snapper and grouper, are the most

susceptible species to barotrauma because they live on

the bottom of the ocean. The snapper–grouper fishery

management unit includes a large list of fish, including

snappers, groupers, and popular food fish like amberjack,

black seabass, spadefish, triggerfish, and tilefish.

Considering that more than 60% of recreational fish

are caught and released alive, use of descending gear can

increase the number of fish that survive to be caught

again at a larger size or later when in–season. Fisheries

research conducted in collaboration with fishermen

shows that using descending tools greatly increases

survival rates.

Another advantage is descending gear reduces

depredation on “floaters,” or released fish floating on the

surface. These impaired fish are often eaten by birds,

dolphins, barracuda, and sharks as they struggle to

return to deeper water.

For more information on how to identify barotrauma

and select and use descending gear, visit the Florida Sea

Grant Catch and Release website at http://

catchandrelease.org or the South Atlantic Fishery

Management Council page for best fishing practices at

https://safmc.net/best–fishing–practices/ .

l About UF/IFAS

The mission of the University of Florida Institute of

Food and Agricultural Sciences (UF/IFAS) is to develop

knowledge relevant to agricultural, human and natural

resources and to make that knowledge available to

sustain and enhance the quality of human life.

With more than a dozen research facilities, 67 county

Extension offices, and award–winning students and

faculty in the UF College of Agricultural and Life

Sciences, UF/IFAS brings science–based solutions to the

state’s agricultural and natural resources industries, and

all Florida residents.

Visit the UF/IFAS website at ifas.ufl.edu, and follow

UF/IFAS on social media platforms at @UF_IFAS.

New exhibition at Foosaner Museum to explore ‘Animal Nature,’
artist Linda Mitchell offers works of real and imagined critters

An exhibition of nearly three–dozen mixed–media

paintings and installations by Atlanta–based Linda

Mitchell will bring a coterie of real and imagined

creatures to the walls of Florida Tech’s Foosaner Art

Museum starting Aug. 8.

“Animal Nature: Recent Works” by Linda Mitchell, on

view through Oct. 24, offers 35 pieces made with painted

and photographic images, fabric, wood, glass and found

objects.

Mitchell describes her artworks as “spirit animals.”

“They speak for me, exploring this human life and

searching for truth. The world of animals evokes a

different kind of emotional landscape with natural and

sincere expression,” she said. “The multimedia paintings

create intricate, surreal scenes, reflecting life’s complexity

— layered with experience, memory, expectations, hopes

and dreams.”

Mitchell earned a bachelor’s degree in fine art from

University of Georgia and two master’s degrees in fine

art, in painting and sculpture, from Georgia State

University. She has exhibited extensively with solo

exhibitions at museums, art centers and galleries

throughout the United States.

The exhibition was curated by Carla Funk, Foosaner’s

executive director and chief curator. Funk has also

curated a companion exhibition which will also be on

view in the galleries: Animal Imagery from the Foosaner

Collection. Comprised of art works owned by the

Foosaner Art Museum, Animal Imagery includes

paintings, drawings and sculpture inspired by the animal

kingdom.

“I thought this would be a great way to highlight some

wonderful pieces from our permanent collection,” Funk

said. “Across time and place, cultures have been in-

trigued by animals.

“This fascination with animal life is explored at the

Foosaner with examples from Pre–Columbian art, Hindu

metalwork from South Central Asia and American

paintings, drawings and sculpture.”

Foosaner galleries are free of charge and open to the

public at 50 percent capacity Wednesday through

Saturday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Social distancing and masks

are required, and new sanitation measures are being

implemented.

For more information on the Foosaner Art Museum,

visit foosanerartmuseum.org or call (321) 674–8916.
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By Rachael Robertson

I’ve been in extended isolation before. As an expedi-

tion leader in Antarctica, I spent nine months in tem-

peratures hovering around minus 35 degrees, with a lack

of privacy and the mundane nature of the days and the

interpersonal pressure of living with 17 other people was

extraordinary. I had prepared and trained well for this

environment and we had a great year. What I wasn’t

prepared for however, was coming home.

I truly believed we’d slip right back into normal mode,

and did not plan for the many challenges that, for many

of us, we will now experience as we start returning from

this extended lockdown.

Here are seven tips to prepare now for when the new

normal arrives:

l Sensory overload

Take your time slipping back to the office if you can.

After spending extended periods indoor the noise and

smells outside are really strong. On my return from

Antarctica the simple noise of a city was a huge ca-

cophony for me. Go back for a morning or afternoon

through the first week or so and ease into it.

l Speed

Try to slow it down by continuing what worked for you

in isolation. Traffic, physically going from one meeting to

the next, rushing out for lunch, managing school pickups,

sport or study commitments. It’s all very fast and intense.

A morning walk, meditation, yoga, simply looking at the

sky, whatever worked then will work now.

l Choice

Play the long game and plan. Things may have

become simpler simply because we have had limited

choice. But suddenly the doors of choice are thrown open

— and the list is endless. Where to go on the weekend,

who to visit, what sport or concert to attend, what to wear

to work. Plan which days you will visit people, go out to

dinner, and give yourself time to acclimate to the sudden

choices.

l Expectations

Manage other people’s expectations by setting your

own. In total we were away from home for 18 months — I

was thrilled to be back and over the moon to see my

family and friends. But my most overriding feeling was

exhaustion and a need for privacy. Today, people will

have different expectations about how we respond on the

other side — some will be thrilled to be back to a new

normal, others will be scared, some ambivalent. Ask

people how excited they are about the new normal on a

scale of 1 to 10 and notice the difference.

l Physical contact

To be back in the world being touched and hugged

again may be challenging. That’s perfectly OK. A year

without so much as a hug is difficult, but you do get used

to it. I simply shut down the need for physical contact

and put it out of my mind. For many people we have

faced a similar challenge now. For single people living

alone, and not being able to visit family and friends, it

may have been months without even a handshake.

l Redefine your rituals — for yourself and at work.

This is the ideal time to review and even re–set your

team culture. What rituals will you keep from the past?

What new rituals will you have in the future? A few tools

I used with my Antarctic team that I have kept since

returning include:

No Triangles — which simply means, I don’t speak to

you, about him. You don’t speak to me, about her. Have

direct conversations, and don’t get yourself involved.

Lead without a title — every person can demonstrate

leadership at work and at home; it’s a behavior not a

title. If you see something that needs to be done, do

something about it. Take some pressure off yourself by

encouraging the people around you to step up.

The Bacon Wars — a major dispute once threatened

to shut down the Antarctic station: should the bacon be

soft or crispy? Raise any niggling issues in a calm,

professional manner. Deal with them and put them to

bed.

l Mental Health

Have regular conversations with the people you care

about, and those that care for you, so we can normalize

conversations around mental health. We don’t know how

people will respond over the next few months. But we do

know people will react in different ways. In Antarctica,

we had a language — “NQR = not quite right”. It was a

shorthand code to describe that feeling when you just

aren’t feeling your normal self. Overall, you’re doing OK,

but just today you are not quite right. Check–in regu-

larly, whether it’s a code, a scale, or a word, make it easy

for people to let you know if they are doing it tough right

now.

Important tips to prepare for coming out of isolation, says an Antarctic expedition leader, best–selling author

Rachael Robertson is the author of the best–selling
book “Leading on the Edge,” an account of leading
a year–long expedition to Antarctica. She has
delivered over 1,500 keynote presentations, remotely
and in person, around the world on the topics of
leadership and teamwork. Her latest book, “Respect
trumps Harmony,” is out now. For more information
on her career, visit www.rachaelrobertson.com.
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Advantage Media Group, American City Business
Journals partner to launch Business Journals Books

By Cathy Hayes
chayes@newsandexperts.com
News & Experts

CHARLESTON, S.C. — Advantage

Media Group and American City Business

Journals recently announced the launch of

Business Journals Books, a new publishing

imprint that specializes in helping local

and regional businessowners build their

authority as thought leaders by writing

and publishing books.

“The majority of businesses in America

are small businesses, and we are creating

the perfect publishing opportunity for the

owners of those businesses, whether they

are financial advisors, tech entrepreneurs,

real–estate executives, attorneys, archi-

tects, or whatever field they may be in,”

says Adam Witty, founder and president of

Advantage, which has published more than

1,500 authors under its other imprints.

“By being the author of a book, a

businessowner, CEO or professional can

establish themselves as a go–to expert in

their field, building their personal author-

ity and promoting their brand in the

process.”

American City Business Journals

operates 44 local Business Journals

throughout the United States, in cities

such as Orlando, Dallas and San Francisco.

ACBJ has nearly 500,000 paid subscribers,

16 million monthly visitors to its websites

and 220,000 annual event attendees.

“The launch of Business Journals Books

is a natural extension of our core mission:

to help people to grow their businesses,

advance their careers and simplify their

professional lives,” says Alex Orfinger,

executive vice president of ACBJ, parent

company of The Business Journals. “As

businesses struggle with the impact of the

pandemic, it’s essential to shift their

methods of getting in front of new clients.

Authority marketing through publishing a

book is one way to do that.”

Business Journals Books editors will

use specific criteria to determine who

qualifies to be published, ensuring that

those invited to be authors demonstrate an

impressive track record of success within

their business or in their respective

industry or marketplace.

Business Journals Books will provide

its authors:

l Speed–to–market while maintaining

high standards. Books will be published in

as little as one–quarter of the time of other

publishers.

l Multi–platform publishing and

marketing. Authors will receive cross–

platform marketing support from their

local publication in The Business Journals

network, including exposure in print,

online and at events.

l Brand recognition. The Business

Journals are widely known as the top

source for local business news in their

communities. Authors will benefit from the

brand’s authority and unique co–market-

ing and content opportunities.

l Ownership of rights. Unlike with

traditional publishers, Business Journals

Books authors will retain full control of all

rights to their books.

More information about Business

Journals Books, including how to be

considered for publication under the

imprint, is available at

BusinessJournalsBooks.com.

l About Advantage Media Group

Advantage Media Group, known as the

“Business Growth Company,” helps

businessowners, CEOs, professionals and

others build their authority, celebrity and

expert position by turning them into

published authors. The company has

published more than 1,500 authors from

all 50 U.S. states and 67 countries. For

more information, visit

AdvantageFamily.com.

l About American City Business

Journals

American City Business Journals is the

largest publisher of metropolitan business

newsweeklies in the United States. For

more information on the company, visit

ACBJ.com.

Generosity on, off campus fuels Emergency Relief Fund
Aided by significant voluntary salary reductions from senior university leadership

initiated by Florida Tech President Dwayne McCay and generous donations from

members of the Board of Trustees, the Florida Tech Emergency Relief Fund established in

the midst of the coronavirus crisis will provide financial assistance to individuals and

families affected by the challenging business climate created by the pandemic.

For those former Florida Tech employees who have documentable needs, the fund will

assist with a variety of support, including medical bills, mortgage or rent payments,

childcare and food, electricity, gas or other necessities.

The fund began when McCay asked senior faculty and staff leaders at Florida Tech to

consider taking salary reductions of at least 10 percent. Many did so, with several making

larger contributions.

“We must help one another where and when we can,” McCay told the campus commu-

nity in a May 29 note detailing the plan. Inspired by that action, nine members of the

university’s Board of Trustees joined in pledging additional support.

For donation information, contact Gary Grant, senior vice president of development, at

ggrant@fit.edu.
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By Neal Stein
nealjstein@techprsolutions.com
Technology PR Solutions

CAMARILLO, Calif. July 30, 2020 — Saalex

Solutions joins the search for extraterrestrial life in

the solar system with the recent successful launch of

the Mars 2020 spacecraft and its historic payload,

the Perseverance Martian rover.

Saalex’s Expendable Launch Vehicle Integrated

Support 3 (ELVIS 3) team assisted the mission,

providing engineering and technical integration as

well as launch site and Perseverance rover prepara-

tion.

The Atlas V–541 rocket lifted off from Launch

Complex 41 at Cape Canaveral Space Force Station

at 4:50 a.m. One of the largest rockets used for

interplanetary spaceflight, the Atlas V propels Mars

2020 on a nearly seven–month–long journey to the

red planet. The spacecraft is expected to reach Mars

on Feb. 18, 2021, where it will deploy the Persever-

ance Rover.

Once it reaches the planet’s surface, the rover will

begin its study of Martian geology, search for organic

compounds, and explore the possibility of generating

oxygen from atmospheric carbon dioxide, all critical

pieces to the puzzle of whether the planet once

supported life and if it could again.

“It’s humbling to be playing an active role in a

mission that could answer one of science’s most

enduring questions, whether there is other life on

other planets,” said Saalex President and CEO

Travis Mack. “I continue to be proud of the amazing

work our ELVIS 3 team is doing to support these

historic endeavors. Both Mars 2020 and the Crew

Dragon Demo–2 launch in May demonstrate how

Saalex is leading the way to support NASA’s most

important and groundbreaking work. We’re honored

to be part of the elite team of private and public

entities that help make these incredibly complex

undertakings a success.”

Saalex’s ELVIS 3 team joined the Mars 2020

mission in 2016 as part of NASA’s Launch Services

Program (LSP) and the program’s contract with

United Launch Alliance. In the lead–up to the

launch, the ELVIS 3 team developed launch site

support procession requirements and prepped the

launch site for the arrival of Perseverance at the

Kennedy Space Center.

“We’re providing engineering technical integra-

tion and mission integration coordination services as

an integral part of the Mars 2020 Mission Integra-

tion Team and Atlas V launch vehicle team,” said

Kathleen Wilcox, ELVIS 3 program manager.

The ELVIS 3 team assisted the Mars 2020

spacecraft launch team by conducting simulations

and dress rehearsals. The Saalex team supported

the LSP launch director, LSP chief engineer and

engineering launch team on console from Cape

Canaveral Space Force Station. The LSP team

comprises 19 Saalex employees who take part in

every LSP mission.

The Perseverance rover’s design is based on the

earlier Curiosity rover, which is currently exploring

the Martian surface. Perseverance is equipped with

23 cameras, two audio mics, and seven scientific

instruments, many of which are specifically designed

to detect faint traces of ancient life on the surface of

Mars. The rover will also be testing new technologies

that may be required for astronauts to someday

explore Mars and return to Earth.

Nearly eight years and $2.5 billion in the making,

the Mars 2020 mission represents several firsts for

NASA, including being the first round–trip mission

to the planet. Perseverance will be the heaviest

vehicle to land on Mars, and for the first time the

mission is looking for actual evidence of life rather

than just the conditions needed to support it.

“This mission is very cool because it builds on

other Mars Exploration Program missions the

ELVIS 3 team has supported over the years, the

most recent being Mars Science Laboratory launched

in November 2011,” Wilcox said. “The Mars 2020

spacecraft will also include a helicopter called

Ingenuity as a technology demonstration as well as

to be used to scout future driving routes. It’s a very

exciting time to be a part of NASA’s Launch Services

Program.”

l About Saalex Solutions

Saalex Solutions, the Federal services division of

Saalex Corp., supports Department of Defense

agencies to include Navy, Army, Air Force, and

NASA. It provides core competencies in the areas of

test range operations and management, engineering

and logistics services, cybersecurity, and information

technology services.

Founded in 1999 by Travis Mack, Saalex Solu-

tions is a service–disabled veteran–owned business

headquartered in Camarillo with an office in

Rockledge.

Learn more at www.saalex.com.

Saalex supports successful Mars 2020 launch, while ELVIS 3 team helps Perseverance Rover in search for life
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 ADVERTISMENT FOR BIDS

The Lane Construction Corporation (Lane) is

requesting bids from certified DBE/MBE/WBE firms

on the South Regional Water Reclamation Facility

(SRWRF) for the City of Palm Bay, FL for the below

listed trades:

• Soils & Concrete Testing

• Erosion Control

• Trucking and Hauling

• Clearing and Grubbing

• Sitework

• Site Utilities

• Pipe Boring and Jacking

• Pipe Liners

• Landscaping

• Irrigation

• Fencing

• Asphalt Paving

• Concrete Form and Place

• Flatwork Concrete

• Reinforcing Steel Installation

• Structural Steel Installation

Quotes must be received in our office by no later

than 10:00 A.M. on September 3, 2020. These can be

sent via email to Bbrowning@laneconstruct.com or

via fax to 678.762.1801. Phone quotes will be

accepted at 770.274.1489. Documents can be

reviewed at The Lane Construction Corporation

Alpharetta office; and ISQFT project# 6308526.

• Masonry

• Waterproofing

• Painting

• Gypsum Drywall

• Flooring

• Acoustical Ceiling

• Laboratory Casework

• Pre-Engineered Metal

   Building

• Metal Roofing

• Pipe Insulation and

   Heat Trace

• Plumbing

• HVAC

• Electrical
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Ashley Moody and survivor Savannah Parvu appeal to
Floridians to join in an effort to end human trafficking

By Erin Collins
erin@floridaallianceendht.com
Alliance to End Human Trafficking

TALLAHASSEE — Members of the

Florida Alliance to End Human Trafficking

were joined on World Day Against Traffick-

ing in Persons by Florida Attorney General

Ashley Moody and survivor Savannah

Parvu to appeal to Floridians to join in the

effort to end human trafficking in the

states.

“On World Day Against Trafficking in

Persons, I am asking all Floridians to

consider ways to join us in the fight to end

this atrocious crime in Florida, even if it is

simply educating yourself about how to

spot and report trafficking,” said Moody.

“Our annual Human Trafficking

Summit is fast approaching and will be

held virtually for the first time in its nine–

year history. If you are interested in joining

the fight to end human trafficking or in

helping survivors heal and thrive, please

join me and the Florida Alliance to End

Human Trafficking at the Summit’s launch

Oct. 6 — thousands have already signed

up, but there is still room for you.”

The 2020 Human Trafficking Summit is

intended to bring together survivors,

advocates, legal representatives, law

enforcement, service providers and other

members of the public in an effort dedi-

cated to making Florida a zero–tolerance

state for human trafficking. To register,

visit HumanTraffickingSummit.com.

Ellyn Bogdanoff, chairwoman of the

Florida Alliance to End Human Traffick-

ing, said, “As we recognize this day, it’s

important to remember that this horrific

exploitation knows no boundaries and

occurs every day throughout the world, and

unfortunately in our state. We encourage

everyone to learn the signs and take our

training and awareness course at

FirstHT.com. We are grateful for legisla-

tive support and continue to work to

identify new and innovative methods to

end trafficking in Florida.”

Parvu, treasurer for the Florida Alliance

to End Human Trafficking, said, “As we

recognize World Day Against Trafficking in

Persons, it is a reminder to all that human

trafficking is real and it is happening every

day in Florida and across the world. As a

survivor of human trafficking, I know

firsthand the importance of awareness and

that it is key to prevention. I came into

contact with many people who could have

helped me if they knew how to recognize

and report human trafficking.

“Take the opportunity today to educate

yourself by taking our training course and

get involved by registering for the Human

Trafficking Summit that will be held

virtually on Oct. 6.”

World Day Against Trafficking in

Persons is an initiative created by the

United Nations to raise awareness to the

situation of victims of human trafficking

and for the promotion and protection of

their rights. Trafficking in humans is a

serious global crime and grave human

rights violation.

Roughly 40.3 million people are

trafficked globally, with thousands in the

United States. According to the National

Human Trafficking Hotline, Florida ranks

third in the U.S. in human trafficking cases

reported by states.

“Together we can end this heinous

crime and protect our most vulnerable.

Know the signs, speak up and please

support us in our effort to make Florida a

zero–tolerance state for human trafficking,”

said Bogdanoff.

l About the Florida Alliance to End

Human Trafficking

The Florida Alliance to End Human

Trafficking is a nonprofit organization

created by the Florida Legislature in 2019

to provide funding, support and assistance

to the statewide effort to end human

trafficking.

For more information on the Florida

Alliance to End Human Trafficking, visit

www.FloridaAllianceEndHT.com.

Grants are available to small businesses and nonprofits
Small businesses and nonprofit

organizations may be eligible for grants of

up to $10,000 to offset expenses and lost

revenue related to the COVID–19 public

health emergency. To be eligible through

the Small Business and Nonprofit Eco-

nomic Relief Program, the small business:

l Must be physically located in Brevard

County

l Must have had 50 or fewer employees

as of Jan. 1, 2020

l Must have been negatively impacted

financially by the COVID–19 public health

emergency

l Must be enrolled in the U.S. Depart-

ment of Homeland Security E–Verify

program

l Applicant’s revenue losses or expenses

utilized to establish program eligibility and

grant amount must not have been reim-

bursed through the Paycheck Protection

Program, Economic Injury Disaster Loan,

Small Business Administration Debt Relief

Program or other similar federal and state

programs.

Nonprofits that are eligible must be a

501(c)(3), 501(c)(6) or a 501(c)(19) as

designated by Internal Revenue Code.

The application period runs through

Aug. 10. Google Chrome is recommended

for online applications.

For more information on the program,

call (321) 350–9194 between the hours of

8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
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Economic Development Commission of Florida’s Space Coast
Continued from page 12

“We sent people to Airon to take pictures of their

product. Then we sent the pictures to other manufactur-

ers in the county to see if they could help manufacture

the needed part. We found a company — Paragon

Plastics in Titusville — that looked at it and was able to

reverse engineer the part,” said Weatherman.

As a result of the collaboration, Airon was able to

increase production of ventilators fourfold.

There are many other examples of the EDC working

alongside manufacturing businesses that shifted their

production to personal protective equipment.

Anderson Upholstery in Titusville responded to the

EDC supply–chain outreach indicating they had the

capacity and the ability to make masks if donated

material and patterns were provided. Separately,

Compsys Inc. in Melbourne said it had a large roll of felt

for donation.

The Manufacturing Resilience Team connected the

two companies and on April 16 Compsys delivered the

material to Anderson Upholstery to start making masks.

“Our diversified job base in Brevard, with a strong

manufacturing core, has helped us weather the down-

turn better than neighboring counties,” said Weather-

man.

“Brevard continues to lead the state in manufactur-

ing job growth. We’ve been the leader for the last four

years,” said Baluta.

Recently the MASC, through its partnership with

service organization FloridaMakes and the federal

government’s Manufacturing Extension Partnership

National Network, introduced a powerful new tool —

Connex Florida — free of charge for manufacturers.

Connex Florida is a statewide supply–chain database

for the manufacturing industry. This online database is

designed for manufacturers, educational institutions,

and those performing manufacturing research and

development in Florida.

The tool contains in–depth information on a broad

range of Florida manufacturers, along with detailed

search functions to highlight specific production

capabilities, certifications, equipment, material types,

and more.

The purpose of this tool is to help Florida manufac-

turers better connect with each other, be discovered, and

increase business opportunities.

“The database serves to streamline critical compo-

nents between Florida manufacturers and businesses in

need of their products,” said Weatherman, who has led

the EDC for 25 years.

“We joint–ventured with FloridaMakes. We encour-

age manufacturing companies in Brevard to be part of

Connex Florida and be listed in this database. The EDC

works to bring resource opportunities to the attention of

area manufacturers.”

She added, “Dependence on a supply chain that is

overseas, particularly in China, has made us vulnerable.

We feel that companies are going to re–establish the

supply chain, which is always easy to say and hard to do.

But at the minimum we are encouraging them to have a

redundancy model.”

The Connex Florida database started as a disaster–

risk mitigation effort in the aftermath of Hurricane Irma

and is proving to be a critical tool to streamline connec-

tions between Florida manufacturers and businesses in

need of their products during the coronavirus pandemic.

The partnership includes the Associated Industries of

Florida, which is an affiliate of the National Association

of Manufacturers, and Space Florida. For additional

information and to request an account, visit

www.ManufacturinginBrevard.org/Connex.

Connex Florida is designed to be interoperable with

the Manufacturers Marketplace that was developed by

the Associated Industries of Florida and the National

Association of Manufacturers (NMA), as well as the

COVID–19 Response Tool. The latter was recently

announced by Vice President Mike Pence, the NMA, and

the Business Roundtable.

All of these databases are available at no cost during

the pandemic to help streamline critical connections

with the supply chain.

The EDC also is involved in MASC webinars. Its

recent schedule has included webinars such as “How to

do Business with Lockheed Martin,” “How to do

Business with Boeing,” “Cybersecurity Maturity Model

Certification,” and “Florida’s Virtual International Trade

Programs.”

“Some companies might have a bit more time

available because of the changing environment,” said

Weatherman. “What can we do to best exploit those

opportunities? Some companies may want to take

advantage of these webinars. They are great training

tools.”

To assist the small–business community, the EDC’s

Business Development Team started offering one–on–

one 15–minute consultations in an “On–the–Line for

Small Business” outreach. These phone–call consulta-

tions provide resources and referrals to businesses,

attempt to answer questions and concerns, or research

potential solutions to complex issues.

Amid the pandemic, the EDC announced some

uplifting recruitment news. On April 24, the EDC made

it official — Aerion Supersonic chose Melbourne to

construct a state–of–the–art campus.

To be called Aerion Park and built on property at the

Orlando Melbourne International Airport, the project

represents a multiyear $300 million investment by

Aerion Supersonic that is expected to generate at least

675 jobs in Florida by 2026.

Also, separately, a 131–room “fly–in” Hyatt Place

Hotel is set to be constructed at the Orlando Melbourne

International Airport. The facility will be built by area

firm Certified General Contractors Inc.

Aerion Park will form a new global headquarters and

integrated campus for research, design, build, and

maintenance of the company’s supersonic aircraft.

The EDC coordinated with state and local partners,

managing the competitive response grant to the request

for proposals, including the targeting of a $3.9 million

Florida Job Growth Grant for infrastructure improve-

ments at the airport.

Team partners included Enterprise Florida, Space

Florida, the Orlando Melbourne International Airport,

Brevard County, and the City of Melbourne.

Aerion plans to break ground on its new campus later

this year, ahead of manufacturing of the AS2 business

jet starting in 2023. In addition to the 675 new jobs

Aerion Supersonic will bring to the state, Aerion Park is

expected to attract key aerospace suppliers within the

supersonic technology ecosystem to bring business to

Florida, creating additional roles for scientists, design-

ers, engineers, and aircraft builders.

“For this to happen at the height of the pandemic,

says a lot about the future of the economy in Brevard

County,” said Weatherman.
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Dale Sorensen Real Estate welcomes sales associate
Diana Sivadon to its team of agents in Indialantic

By Jeannette Weiss
jweiss@jweisspr.com
J. Weiss PR

INDIALANTIC — Dale Sorensen Real

Estate (DSRE) has welcomed sales

associate Diana Sivadon to the company

real–estate team.

Sivadon has been a licensed real estate

sales agent for six years, but it is her

previous careers that really give her clients

an advantage when it comes to buying or

selling a home.

Sivadon moved to Melbourne in 1978

and lived there for more than 35 years. Her

husband was a local homebuilder and

through him Sivadon became interested in

the home–building process, especially,

interior decorating.

She eventually majored in interior

design and became an expert in staging

new homes for sale. Working for a builder

helped her to see that her true passion was

helping others realize the “American

dream” of buying a home, or working to

make sure her homeowners’ listings sell for

the highest price possible by promoting

their most valuable asset and presenting it

in the very best light.

As an experienced decorator, she assists

her customers in staging their homes

before marketing it to the many buyers in

Brevard or Indian River County. With her

experience in the home–building process,

and her knowledge of quality construction

and materials, she makes sure that her

customers are well informed before making

such a large investment.

Certified as a New Home Builder

Specialist, Sivadon specializes in new

construction and residential resale, as well

as luxury properties in both gated and

non–gated communities. As a four–year

resident of Vero Beach, Sivadon knows

both Brevard and Indian River counties

intimately and can match her customers

with the community and home that best

fits their personal and financial needs.

Sivadon is dedicated to utilizing the

many extensive marketing and advertising

opportunities that Dale Sorensen Real

Estate offers their agents and customers.

In Vero Beach, she serves on the board

of directors of The Women’s Refuge of Vero

Beach. She is active in her church,

Tabernacle Ministries, and uses her

musical abilities in the church’s music

program.

Sivadon’s office is at 436 Fifth Ave. Her

office phone is (321) 723–9990 and her

cellphone is (321) 446–7673.

Contact Sivadon by email at

dsivadon@sorensenrealestate.com.

l About Dale Sorensen Real Estate

Family owned and managed since 1978,

Dale Sorensen Real Estate is a full–service

real estate brokerage dedicated to a

longstanding tradition of excellence.

Recognized as the top luxury real estate

firm on Florida’s East Coast, the award–

winning company commits exclusive

resources to ensure leadership and a

preferred choice for individuals selling and

buying properties.

With more than 200 sales associates

and support staff and 13 locations in

Florida, the company has reported sales of

more than $816 million in 2019 in the

markets they serve, which includes Indian

River County, Brevard County, St. Lucie

County and surrounding areas. Visit Dale

Sorensen Real Estate on the web at

www.SorensenRealEstate.com.

Ann Welly Revels is the August Spotlight Artist,
exhibit at the Downtown Art Gallery in Titusville

We have all been spending more time

staying at home and many people used this

time to work on landscaping, including tree

trimming. This has been a blessing for

Titusville artist Ann Welly Revels, who

collects yard debris and creates tropical

treasures. She is the August Spotlight

Artist at the Downtown Art Gallery,

335 S. Washington Ave, in downtown

Titusville. The exhibit of her work may

include bits of your palm tree that she has

turned into a basket.

Revels has long been fascinated by the

tactile feel of fibers and has a keen eye for

natural materials in the world around us.

Her interest in the environment is reflected

in her work. Loom woven wall hangings

include branches and grasses as well as

yarn.

Her handmade paper incorporates

petals, leaves, and spices or is embossed by

seed pods. Her palm skin baskets are made

from the boot that attaches the palm frond

to the trunk on certain tropical palms.

Where others see tree trimmings on the

side of the road as a pile of trash, she sees

potential works of art.

“Every piece of palm fiber is different

depending on the species and the season.

Each has a personality,” said Revels. “I

never know exactly what I will create until

I begin to shape it. Once dried, the basket

tells me what sort of embellishment, if any,

or what plant or animal I should wood–

burn on the surface. It’s such a hands–on

process that I really feel I am collaborating

with the materials. My goal is to allow

others to experience this gift from our

tropical paradise.”

Her work can be viewed Mondays and

Thursday through Saturday, 11 a.m. to

3 p.m. at the Downtown Art Gallery. For

more information on her exhibit, call

(321) 268–0122.
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Solid Bite
Continued from page 13

microscope, we’re able to see what’s actually going on in

the patient’s mouth. We are able to identify the bacteria in

the patient’s mouth and assess the risk level for periodon-

tal disease,” said Dr. Matthew Sheldon.

A recent study has periodontists — experts in the

treatment, diagnosis, and prevention of periodontal

disease — encouraging patients to maintain gum health

in an effort to reduce their Alzheimer’s disease risk.

The study, published in the journal “Science Ad-

vances,” uncovered a possible link between P. gingivalis

— the bacteria associated with periodontal disease,

commonly known as gum disease — and Alzheimer’s.

Researchers analyzed brain tissue, spinal fluid, and

salvia from Alzheimer’s patients — both living and

deceased — and found evidence of P. gingivalis.

Gingipains, the toxic enzyme created by P. gingivalis,

were found in 96 percent of the 53 brain tissue samples

examined, with higher levels detected in those with the

pathology and symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease.

Although the study results add to the evidence

supporting a link between gum disease and Alzheimer’s,

the authors say additional research is needed to better

understand the etiology of Alzheimer’s and how periodon-

tal disease bacteria can “exacerbate progression.”

In another new study, U.S. researchers found that a

history of periodontal disease appeared to be associated

with a raised risk of esophageal (gullet) cancer and gastric

(stomach) cancer and this risk was higher among people

who had lost teeth previously.

Previous findings on the relationship of periodontal

disease and tooth loss with esophageal cancer and gastric

cancer have been inconsistent.

Therefore, a team of researchers from Harvard’s School

of Public Health in Boston carried out a study of data on

patients over decades of follow–up.

They examined the association of history of periodontal

disease and tooth loss with the risk of esophageal cancer

and gastric cancer in 98,459 women from the Nurses’

Health Study (1992–2014) and 49,685 men from the

Health Professional Follow–up Study (1988–2016).

Dental measures, demographics, lifestyle, and diet

were assessed using follow–up questionnaires and self–

reported cancer diagnosis was confirmed after reviewing

medical records.

The results showed that during 22–28 years of follow–

up, there were 199 cases of esophageal cancer and 228

cases of gastric cancer. A history of periodontal disease

was associated with a 43 percent and 52 percent increase

risk of esophageal cancer and gastric cancer, respectively.

This study was published in “Gut,” a leading interna-

tional journal in gastroenterology and hepatology.

Dr. Lee Sheldon said there is a new diagnostic tool

available to test a patient’s salvia and plaque to deter-

mine the specific types of bacteria present in their mouth.

Solid Bite now offers Oral Bacterial DNA testing.

“Periodontal disease is related to heart disease, kidney

disease, cancer, and Alzheimer’s disease,” said Dr. Lee

Sheldon. “With Oral Bacterial DNA testing we are able to

very simply send a patient sample to a laboratory and be

able to identity the bacteria that is present in the patient.

This type of testing gives us a much better way of

monitoring periodontal disease.”

He added, “It’s nice to use the dental microscope as the

initial screening device, and then with the DNA testing be

able to actually identify what the bacteria is — that

makes a big difference.”

Dentists say the mouth is a window into the health of

the body. It can show signs of nutritional deficiencies or

general infection.

People with diabetes, for instance, often have periodon-

tal disease. In addition, there is evidence that people with

diabetes are more likely to develop and have more severe

periodontitis than those without diabetes.

To maintain optimal oral health, the American Dental

Association recommends regular dental visits, at intervals

determined by a dentist.

Dental practices in the region are back in full swing,

after the state ordered dentists to treat only emergency

cases as part of its efforts to keep residents at home

during the coronavirus pandemic.

When patients visit the Solid Bite office for care, they

will see an aerosol filtration system, a new breakthrough

in chairside protection for the patient.

Now, more than ever, clean air is of great importance

in health–care offices, especially dental practices. The

filtration system removes droplets and aerosols produced

during treatment.

“How can we give the patient the confidence that our

facility is as clean as possible? We have the cleanest air

coming from our air–conditioning units. We have UV light

filtration. And we have invested in an air filtration

system,” said Dr. Matthew Sheldon.

He continued, “Anytime I put a drill in a patient’s

mouth it creates aerosols. The movable vacuum system

sits right in front of the patient, actually within a couple of

inches. Anything that is going into the environment is

getting sucked up by the filtration system. We keep it on

24 hours. Patients can feel confident coming to our

practice.”
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Serving students in Pre-K3 and VPK4 through 12th grade  |  Visit BrevardCatholicSchools.org 
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Melbourne Central 
Catholic High School
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interests and discover their talents.  A challenging 
curriculum prepares students for success in college 
and career.
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Fifth Avenue Art Gallery in Melbourne to
showcase Benson’s ‘Florida & Beyond’

“Florida & Beyond,” art by Kathie Benson, is set to open

on Aug. 31 at Fifth Avenue Art Gallery in the Eau Arts

District of Melbourne.

There will be a First Friday Opening Reception to

meet the artist and mingle with the gallery members from

5:30–8:30 p.m. on Sept. 4.

Benson finds the magic in the light as it transforms

earth objects. She loves Florida landscapes, the wetlands,

the hammocks, scrub habitats, trees, patterns of water and

the different ways light strikes the bursting life there. For

years she was a frequent visitor to Florida but in 2008 she

made it her permanent home.

Benson, the “100% Pure Florida” winner for the year

2019, brings the background of science with her into her

artwork. She is a retired high school science teacher. Her

watercolors contain a variety of techniques, and she finds

delight in experimenting with anything that starts out

soluble in water or can permanently adhere to watercolor

paper. Bits of the natural world may find themselves

incorporated. Benson also works with water–soluble oils on

canvas. Her style ranges from representational to impres-

sionistic.

Her work has been shown at numerous open and juried

shows and is displayed in corporate and residential

settings. Presently, she is a member of Brevard Watercolor

Society, North Brevard Art League and the Florida

Watercolor Society. This exhibit will run through Sept. 26.

All events at the Fifth Avenue Art Gallery are free and

open to the public. For further information about this

event, visit http://www.fifthavenueartgallery.com or call

(321) 259–8261.

Center for Advanced Coatings
Continued from page 23

The Center for Advanced Coatings recently began

collaborating with local business Larsen Motorsports on

ways to improve the function of their jet dragsters. The

husband–and–wife team Chris and Elaine Larsen founded

Larsen Motorsports in 1994.

Elaine Larsen’s dragster is powered by a jet engine and

goes 300 mph down the track in 5 seconds as part of an

exhibition at drag–racing events. The Larsens describe

themselves as a “couple of farm kids from Michigan with a

dream that turned into a multimillion–dollar business.”

Elaine Larsen is a two–time International Hot Rod

Association world champion. She and her jet dragster are

featured in an advertisement for a financial services

company that airs on “CNN.”

“One of the areas I’m interested in is biofuels,” said

Dr. McCay. “We are going more and more to biofuels, and

yet these engines and power generators also need to have

coatings. Now we have a new fuel in a new situation that

the materials are facing. So coatings will need to be

developed to protect these engines, like we did years ago

for engines in automobiles. We have been working with the

Larsens about possibly developing some coatings and

putting them in their engine test–stand (a facility used to

develop, characterize, and test engines) and test them with

biofuels.”

Biofuels are produced from biomass, which are materi-

als derived from living or recently living organisms,

including plants, grains, vegetable oils, and animal–based

oils. These types of materials are commonly referred to as

feedstocks.

“We’re excited about the potential of the Center for

Advanced Coatings to assist various businesses. We have

the expertise on staff,” said Dr. McCay.

“Wherever the market drives us to at this point, we are

ready, willing, and able to it,” said Accornero.
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corrosion, wear, and abrasion, he said.

Thermal spray coating is also used to

offer electrical conductivity or insulation

and chemical resistance to the surface.

Moreover, it is widely adopted across the

various end–user industries for extending

the shelf–life of a product and to repair and

re–engineer damaged components.

Accornero’s resume includes having

worked for Praxair Surface Technologies in

Indianapolis, a well–known company in its

field. He traveled around the world with

that company doing installation of, and

training for various thermal–spray

equipment and robotics.

“That is the other half of this business,”

he said. “The coatings that we apply are

not necessarily something you can do by

hand. It’s something that needs to be

automated, especially if you want a nice,

clean uniform coating time and time again.

And that is what the customer is looking

for today.”

Accornero, who has a passion for

playing acoustic guitar and performing

before audiences, runs the Plasma Spray

Thermal Laboratory, where researchers

create a specialized environment to apply

and then test various coatings in extreme

heat.

In addition to actually spraying the

coatings, he does research and develop-

ment at the facility, with the goal of

making coatings “better, stronger, and

safer.”

He is now working with the global

company Siemens out of Orlando. “We are

doing some parts for then. They’re working

on some new things pertaining to engine–

wear resistance and blade protection.”

Accornero added that his facility uses

plasma–based coatings, which are the

“higher–end coatings. But there are other

operations we hope to grow into, one of

which is High Velocity Oxygen Fuel

spraying. Right now, we basically run on

all gases. We introduce a gas mixture just

like in welding. We ignite the gases and we

create a plasma plume, and then feed

power down the hose. We melt the coating

and atomize it onto the part.

“All the basic technology works that

way. You just have different types of

energy you put into different types of guns

to make that happen. In our case, we use a

plasma plume with gases, mostly because

we need the higher temperatures to melt

what we’re putting down.”

At the Center for Advanced Coatings,

the first stage of testing occurs in the

Plasma Spray Thermal Laboratory in a

self–contained booth, where an industrial–

sized, bright orange plasma spray gun

melts a ceramic powder onto test material

at high speed. Nitrogen and argon gases

are joined with hydrogen and helium,

which increase the heat and velocity of the

plasma.

After the test material is coated, it

moves down the hall to the High Heat Flux

Laser Test Laboratory. Using a high–

powered laser, the test material is heated

to extreme temperatures from above and

cooled from below with circulating air.

A network of thermal sensors, cameras,

and computers collect data as the material

is pushed to temperatures above 3,000

degrees Fahrenheit.

Dr. McCay said this type of testing is

ideal for turbine blades that might be used

in industrial equipment, or even on

airplanes. According to a research article in

“Science Daily,” the lifetime of a thermal

barrier coating used on turbine blades can

range widely from as little as 1,000 hours

up to 10,000 hours at full turbine thrust,

even when the coating is applied in the

exact same way. Because the lifetime is

unpredictable and failure during flight

could be catastrophic, turbine blades are

scheduled for replacement based on the

shortest estimated lifetime.

“Improving efficiencies is what every

business is interested in,” said Croy. “With

respect to the transportation sector and its

requirement, it’s all about life safety.”

There are many other applications for

advanced coatings, from automobiles to

prosthetics to shipbuilding. “These critical

services are available on the Space Coast,”

said Dr. McCay. “We welcome the opportu-

nity to talk with local companies, no matter

the size, about ways in which this unique

research group can do testing that would

assist them in their business.”

What can the Center for Advanced

Coatings do for your company?

l Be the proving ground to develop

coating technology for your product

l Research and development for using

thermal spray coatings for “first article”

testing

l Advanced laser and furnace thermal

testing to prove concepts of application

l Material characterization, pre– and

post–thermal testing, including advanced

diagnostics

l Computational heat–transfer studies,

including thermal radiation heat transfer,

of coatings

l Consultations for applying thermal

spray technology using automation

l Consultations for applying laser to

thermal testing

l Laser heating pattern design and

implementation for regular and irregular

geometry test specimens

l Determine thermal conductivity of

coatings, thin films, and layer materials at

high temperatures

Accornero singled out the small–

business market as a keen focus of the

Center for Advanced Coatings. “The small

job shops are perfect for what we do

because most of those businesses do not

have research and development capabili-

ties. Generally, they can’t afford to do R&D

or purchase the equipment and get up to

speed on it. That’s where the Center for

Advanced Coatings comes in handy. We

not only spray the coatings, but we also test

the coatings and analyze the coatings in

our own laboratories.”

“And we have done that for a number

of small companies in the region,” added

Dr. McCay.

“We are mobile, too,” said Accornero. “If

a small business can’t come to us, we will

go to their location. We can be there to

conduct robotic training, or help them do

their first article work, or something in

their spay booth, to get them started.”

The opportunities for the Center for

Advanced Coatings seem to be many, from

medical devices to gas turbines to aero-

space and automotive components.

“Construction is another industry

because it uses corrosive coatings for

buildings and infrastructure,” said Dr. Hsu.

The Center for Advanced Coatings is

seeking new industry partners to support.

It offers a range of services, including

plasma spray, laser processing and optics,

metallurgical and failure analysis,

protective coatings, industrial robotics, and

training.

To read more about the Center for

Advanced Coatings or to seek a consulta-

tion, visit their website at https://

research.fit.edu/coatings.

Brevard County has one of the most

concentrated high–tech workforces in the

nation and a host of companies on the

Space Coast are building all types of

equipment, creating opportunities for the

Center for Advanced Coatings to forge

relationships.

“The Center for Advanced Coatings can

help a lot of businesses save time and

effort,” said Dr. McCay. “We will check

things out before they put a particular

product into production, or before they hire

a company to coat 10 million widgets. We’ll

try different coatings, test the coatings, and

tell them which one they should go with

and pay people to manufacture.”

Dr. Hsu said rocket engines “use

coatings to provide temperature resistance.

Coatings are used in gas–turbine engine

parts. Coatings are also used in diesel

engines, another high–temperature

situation. We have unique testing capabili-

ties.”

Modern aircraft engines and large gas–

powered turbines can’t operate without the

use of thermal spray coatings. Thermal

barrier coatings are used to protect the hot

components of gas–turbine engines to

enhance thermal efficiency and component

service life, he said.

Dr. Hsu said the gas–turbine production

industry is valued at more than $100

billion, according to 2019 research. “That’s

for everything, from turbine engines for

aircraft to tanks. Of that $100 billion,

$90 billion is in the transportation sector,

marine engines, aircraft engines, and so

forth. The remaining $10 billion is in power

generation. These are industries that deal

with high–temperature components.”

The gas–turbine demand is surging on

account of growing inclination toward

sustainable power–generation technolo-

gies, as well as integration of regenerative

gas turbines across power grid systems,

according to research.

Manufacturing is yet another segment

the Center for Advanced Coatings is

targeting.

“This technology is probably applicable

to a wider array of manufacturing products

than people may realize,” said Croy. “The

equipment to make the coatings, and the

equipment to test the coatings, is expen-

sive. We are probably running close to

more than $2 million in infrastructure to

do the testing at the Center for Advanced

Coatings. And for a company, especially a

small business, to invest that kind of

money in hardware and such to see if it will

work, is a risky thing.”

He added, “We can provide the research

and development. This is not academic

research and development. This is indus-

trial research and development.”

Before joining Florida Tech in 2009,

Croy worked 30 years in the laser industry

as a senior technician, in production,

engineering and field service, on laser

products ranging from military systems,

industrial laser scanners, scientific

research lasers, and medical laser and

optical systems. His engineering capabili-

ties span a broad range of disciplines, from

lasers and laser optics, to mechanical,

electronic/electrical, hydraulic, pneumatic

and advanced sensors.

Croy runs the High–Test Flux Labora-

tory where coatings are tested. “We are

scanning the laser beam. I don’t think

anybody else is doing that. It gives us a

proven performance of testing and

improved dynamics of the testing that

we’re doing.”

He added, “We can do nearly any kind

of shape, that’s the interesting thing about

scanner technology. About 90 percent of

what we test are industry–standard one–

inch buttons. The substrate is made of

super alloys. This is the stuff that turbine

blades are made of. We plasma–coat those

with a thermal–barrier coating. We heat

the buttons up with the laser and we

measure the hot side; we cool the bottom

side with air. We set up temperature

differentials and then cycle them, just like

the parts would be exposed in an operating

engine. And we collect a lot of data.”

Turbine–engine companies are looking

to the Center for Advanced Coatings to test

their engines for efficiency. The team

recently worked with one such company. “It

involved very stringent testing require-

ments. They required that we provide a

testing temperature of up to 700 degrees

Celsius,” said Dr. Hsu.

“When it comes to this type of testing,”

added Croy, “we are on the forefront of ‘how

hot can we go.’”

Please see Center for Advanced Coatings, page 22




